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Comics are multi-semiotic in nature; they consist of both visual and verbal 
grammar. The organic partnership of these two grammars is unique to the genre 
of comics and worth studying. This thesis is concerned mainly with the structural 
aspect of comics from the make-up of a single panel to the organization of a page. 
This thesis examines past cross-disciplinary literature on comic strips and books 
research including Eisner (1985), McCloud (1993) and Groensteen (2007), and 
juxtaposes these researches with Systemic Functional Linguistics, which 
undergird multi-semiotic research. Elements analyzed include page configuration 
(mise-en-page), reading order, speech balloons and onomatopoeias, stance and 
motion vectors and panel progression. By building upon existing scholarship of 
the comic genre, this thesis also presents a comparison of American English 
comics and Japanese mangas pertaining to the abovementioned aspects. Herein 
this thesis a fundamental question is answered – how do readers read comics and 
what elements influence the reading experience?  
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1 Introduction  
Comics, short for the group of publications including comic strips and comic 
books, is undeniably popular reading material. Despite their pervasiveness, 
comics are commonly regarded as light reading, or unserious works. In the course 
of history, comics have no lack of critics (e.g. Legman 1949, Ong 1941, Wertham 
1954) who pushed for the censorship of comics by claiming that these publications 
are detrimental to society (Wright 2003). Despite such criticisms, comics thrive 
and like fictional writing consist of a variety of topical genres such as action 
heroism (e.g. Superman, Spiderman), everyday life (e.g. Baby Blues) and office 
politics (e.g. Dilbert). Comics today are published on different platforms such as 
print books, periodicals, and the Internet.  
The pervasiveness and my personal interest in comics sparked this thesis. 
Comics are relatively more complex in the decoding process compared to prose 
text. More processes take play when trying to access the meanings represented in 
comics as they are made up of different modalities of meaning—the pictorial and 
the verbal. The multiple semiotic resources involved in comics and the keen 
interaction of these resources make this published medium a complex system. 




In this chapter I will elaborate on the different definitions of comics 
proposed in the literature and thereby provide an attempt at defining comics for 
the purpose of this thesis. In Chapter 2, I will provide an overview of the relevant 
literature for comic studies and multi-semiotic analysis. In Chapter 3, I will 
explicate my methodology in approaching the study of comics and highlight the 
main elements studied in this thesis. In Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7, I will present my 
analysis and findings for each of the four main analytical areas and Chapter 8 will 
conclude this thesis with further discussion of my findings.  
1.1 Definition  
The term comics appears to resist a comprehensive definition. There is no 
real agreement in the literature regard what the entity comics refer to, particularly 
in terms of its features and form. In this section I will examine some of these 
attempts at definition.  
David Carrier (2000:12) acknowledges that dictionary and encyclopedic 
definitions of comics are inadequate. In his book he raises and examines definitions 
of comics posited by scholars and writers, one of which is by David Kunzle (1973).  
David Kunzle (1973) asserts that these four conditions must be fulfilled by 
any comic strip. The fours conditions are:  
(1) There must be a sequence of separate images. 
     (2) There must be a preponderance of image over text. 
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     (3) The medium in which the strip appears and for which it was originally 
intended must be reproductive, that is, in printed form, a mass medium. 
     (4) The sequence must tell a story which is both moral and topical.  
These four conditions were formulated based on Kunzle’s study of early 
comic strips from 1450-1825 (Carrier 2000: 13). In this light, there must exist what 
Kunzle deems to be comic strips within the publications he sampled from that time 
period and his four conditions capture the common factors of his sample. Since he 
sampled comic strips, it is then undeniable that there must be a sequence of two or 
more images as pointed out in condition (1). Condition (2) begets a question - is 
the amount of image and text measurable and hence comparable? While 
conditions (1) and (2) both deal with the structure and form of comics, condition 
(3) touches on the medium on which these strips occur. Condition (3) excludes 
unpublished doodling by schoolchildren and non-‚reproductive‛ wall murals and 
paintings. Condition (4) deals with the narrative meaning of the strips, dictating 
there be moral content to the story presented. This condition is particularly 
contestable because it is categorizing based on what the content must include; any 
deviation from this prescribed condition will render a publication not be regarded 
as a comic strip. Hence, condition (4) is less likely to be useful to our consideration 
of what comics refer to.   
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Groensteen (2007: 124) highlights that arriving at a satisfactory definition is 
near ‘impossible’. One of the definitions raised in his chapter comes from 
Blackbeard (1974) which states that a comic is: 
‘A serially published, episodic, open-ended dramatic narrative or series of 
linked anecdotes about recurrent identified characters, told in successive 
drawings regularly enclosing ballooned dialogue or its equivalent and 
generally minimal narrative text.’ (1974: 41, from Groensteen 2007: 125) 
Like Kunzle’s conditions, Blackbeard’s definition is also based on comic 
strips (‘successive drawings’) and those that are continuous (‘serially published’). 
Blackbeard mentions ‘recurrent identified characters’ -- for comic strips 
identifiable characters are important for building an extensive narrative, and 
therefore to a large extent this aspect is relevant to this study1. Additionally, 
Blackbeard finds ‘ballooned dialogue’ necessary. While some comics can be 
wordless and hence devoid of such ‘balloon dialogues’ or more commonly known 
as speech balloons, speech balloons are regarded as unique to comics. This aspect 
of comics will be explored in Chapter 6 of this thesis.  
                                                 
1 The aspect on recurrent identifiable characters is explored in the later section on Visual Linking 
Device (Lim 2002).   
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The notion of ‘sequence’ seems to be an important criterion in most 
definitions. Hatfield (2005: 41) too makes a similar observation: ‘most definitions 
of comic stress the representation of time, that is, of temporal sequence through 
multiple images in series’. In his 1985 book titled Comics and Sequential Art, Will 
Eisner, reputed comic master, regards comics as synonymous to sequential art. 
Evidently, the notion of sequence is foregrounded. He categorizes sequential art 
by their primary function: instruction and entertainment. Consequently, it can be 
argued that there are instructional comics and comics for entertainment. As 
captured in the name, sequential art necessitates a sequence of images. This term 
excludes single-panel non-sequitur cartoons. On careful consideration of the word 
sequence, it seems that having sequence demands certain ‚stickiness2‛ within a 
strip. This stickiness is an element associated with content rather than structure. 
Paraphrasing, the content without the panels of a strip will dictate if the sequence 
is cohesive in theme, rather than the panel boxes themselves. It is difficult to 
fathom a multi-panel comic strip with no cohesive devices linking the content of 
the different panels together, but according to McCloud (1993: 74), it is indeed 
possible to have non-sequitur visual-linking devices (see Fig 5-1 on Transition 
                                                 
2 I used the term ‚stickiness‛ at this juncture to avoid problematizing the topic of Cohesion and 
Coherence in comics.  
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Relations). Nonetheless, content analysis seems to be the basis for cohesion, not 
structure analysis. Hence Eisner’s (1985) regard for what constitutes comics is 
based on content.  
More recently, Scott McCloud, comic artist and author of Understanding 
Comics (1993: 20) defined comics as ‘juxtaposed pictorial and other images in 
deliberate sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an 
aesthetic response to the viewer’. According to this definition and McCloud’s 
subsequent discussion, the Bayeux Tapestry and cave paintings can be classified 
as comics of earlier eras. It seems that many scholars have adopted this definition, 
and McCloud’s formulations for the study of comics. Other scholars, such as 
Douglas Wolk, disagree. Wolk (2007) argues that McCloud’s definition excludes 
single-panel cartoons that are commonly regarded as at least a type of comic. 
Wolk (2007: 18) differentiates between ‘comic books and graphic novels’ and 
‘newspaper comic strips or one-off cartoon illustrations’. The distinction is based 
on the former being ‘sustained narrative’, that is, they sequentially form an 
extended story. Based on this it appears that comic books are longer than comic 
strips. However, Wolk (2007) fails to account for serially published comic strips 
that sustain a larger narrative over a period of time, sometimes years. For 
example, according to the Guinness Book of Records, the longest running comic 
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strip by a single artist is The Potts, which ran for 61 years in New South Wales 
(Guinness Book of Records).  
Another criticism of McCloud’s definition comes from Harvey. Harvey 
(2001: 75) states that ‘the essential characteristic of ‚comics‛ - the thing that 
distinguishes it from other kinds of pictorial narratives - is the incorporation of 
verbal content’. He also comments that single-panel ‘gag cartoons’ are excluded 
from many conventional definitions of comics, not only McCloud’s formulations 
(Harvey 2001: 76).  In the same chapter he subsequently makes the distinction 
between ‘pictorial narrative’ and ‘pictorial exposition’ where narratives are 
sequential and juxtaposes pictures in a strip, and expositions can be single images 
like political cartoons and gag cartoons with textual captions (Harvey 2001: 76). 
He defends his own position of verbal content being essential by claiming 
pantomime (wordless) cartoons to be anomalies and exceptions to what is 
considered ‘usual’ cartoon, and hence his definition still stands even if it does not 
include wordless cartoons. Another problem arises from terminology -- what is 
the connection between comics and cartoon?  
Heer and Worcester (2009: xiii) note that ‘the term comics is itself filled with 
ambiguity’ and that the term seems to entail ‘humor’ which may be ‘inconsistent 
with the actual content of many, perhaps most, comic strips, comic books and 
graphic novels’. In the same page they mention how many scholars have 
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approached defining comics from a contrastive point of view that is to compare 
comics to similar works such as film, animation, and illustrations. For their 
purposes, Heer and Worcester (2009) adopts an almost taxonomic approach by 
considering the term comics to refer to ‘comic strips, comic books, manga, and 
graphic novels, but also encompasses gag cartoons, editorial cartoons and New 
Yorker-style cartoons’ (2009: xiii). Such taxonomic classification can provide 
readers a good grasp of what is the object of inquiry, but it does not inform on 
what exactly comics are. Nonetheless, taxonomy of comics can be useful in at least 
categorizing a general set of items referred to as comics, while excluding non-
comic items.  
As aptly concluded by Varnum and Gibbons (2001: xvi), ‘it seems nearly 
impossible to include both wordless comics and single-panel cartoons within any 
single definition of comics’ Adopting a Wittgenstein approach to definitions (in 
which Wittgenstein considered the definition of games3), Varnum and Gibbons 
propose that the different comics -- comic strips, comic books, graphic novels, 
single-panel cartoons, wordless comics and other similar texts do not all share one 
common feature, ‘but any two share common features’ (2001: xvii). In other 
                                                 
3 For a discussion on Wittgenstein’s definition of games, refer to Philosophical Investigations. 
Wittgenstein, L. and G.E.M. Anscombe. (2001). Philosophical Investigations. Oxford: Blackwell 
Publishing (3rd ed.) 
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words, all these different forces can be considered to exist on some form of 
continuum, with some alike in more ways than others, but all connected to each 
other. Such an approach can be beneficial in ending the incessant search for a 
definition that is all-encompassing and yet narrow enough to exclude intuitive 
non-comics (e.g. the Bayeux Tapestry).  
Up to this point, there seems to be three main types, or subtypes of comics. 
Borrowing Ingulsrud and Allen (2009: 5) ’s discussion on Japanese comics, or 
manga, within the medium of, or the publication known as comics, ‘there are 
different structural genres: the single panel cartoon, the four-to-eight panel gag 
manga or comic strip, and the story manga or graphic novel’. This distinction is 
sound; within the published entity comics exist three (or more) structural subtypes, 
each with its unique aspects. Therefore, any discussion of comic must take into 
account the differences in these subtypes and their possible implications for how 
comics are made and read. In light of their discussion, we ought to revisit how we 
define comics.  
Consolidating the discussion of definitions thus far, there appears to be a 
division between single-panel wordless comics, or cartoons, and lengthier works 
such as comic strips and books, worded and wordless comics inclusive. A 
definition that considers co-deployment of text and images will not apply to 
single-panel wordless works. A definition relying on sequentiality will also not 
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apply to these works. Therefore, it is useful to exclude single-panel cartoons from 
a definition of comics. Let us consider the general purposes of these publications 
today - comics are generally reading material for entertainment, congruent with 
novels and short stories. Single-panel cartoons tend to mainly draw attention to 
certain current affairs. Figure 1-1 is an example of a political cartoon. 
 
Figure 1-1 ‘BP Logo’. (8 September 2010). © Copyright Nick Anderson. 
To understand such a political cartoon a process of interpretation is 
required, as with knowledge of the context (El Refaie 2009). It is fair to claim that a 
political cartoon predicates on a real-world context. Borrowing from the 
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vocabulary of linguists - there are the denotative and connotative meanings4 to 
such cartoons. Political cartoons have both intension5 and extension meaning, 
particularly the latter. In Figure 1-1, the intension is largely of a man standing on a 
sunflower-like motif with fingers extending from the petals. However, only with 
knowledge of real-world context can a viewer uncover the extended meaning, 
which is in reference to the British Petroleum (BP) oil spill of 2010. Such 
interpretation is predicated on a viewer’s knowledge, not their skill in reading 
images or elements in the cartoon. How readers draw connection between what is 
pictorially shown and what is implied is the crux of a political cartoon.  
                                                 
4 For an in-depth discussion on Denotative and Connotative meanings, refer to Barthes, R. (1967). 
Elements of Semiology (trans. Annette Lavers & Colin Smith). London: Jonathan Cape (1st ed.) 
5 Intension refers to a word’s inherent meaning, which is the concept it generally represents. The 
extension refers to its referent in the real world. (O’Grady, W. and J. Archibald. (2009) 
Contemporary Linguistic Analysis: an introduction. Toronto: Pearson Education Canada (6th ed.) 
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Another example is a series aptly named Non Sequitur by Wiley Miller. The 
series is described to be ‘Wiley Miller’s wry look at the absurdities of everyday 
life’ (GoComics). The series is published in more than 700 newspapers worldwide 
on a daily basis. Figure 1-2 is a cartoon taken from the series. 
 
Figure 1-2 Non-sequitur DMV cartoon. (8 September 2010). © Copyright Wiley Miller. 
Cartoons in this series may or may not have captions. In this example, there 
is no captioning; all verbal information is captured in signs and speech balloons. 
To adequately understand this cartoon it is not only crucial to recognize the 
symbols; one must know what the DMV (Department of Motor Vehicles) 
represents and the real-world experience dealing with the DMV. Without this 
cultural contextual knowledge, a reader will not get the intended joke.  
Consequently, there lies a crucial difference between a single panel cartoon 
and a lengthier one; a single panel cartoon is meant to be decoded, or interpreted, 
while a lengthier one can be regarded a close-ended, if not complete, work. This 
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relates to the generalization that comic books and comic strips are akin to novels 
and short stories; they conversely are less dependent on real-world context.  
What I propose is a co-consideration of the content as well as the form of 
the work. If a work is single panel (form) and it is simultaneously dependent on a 
real world context to politicize, inform or exemplify (content), it is a cartoon, and 
not be considered comics. Thus far I have only proposed a definition for cartoons6, 
in that they are not comics. The important question here is what makes comics 
comics? Following a similar path as in defining cartoon, perhaps we can consider 
the purpose of comics in an attempt to define it. Comics, particularly comic books, 
as abovementioned, can be likened to works of fiction, a novel or a short story. 
Arguably fiction, from a reader’s viewpoint, serves to entertain. Yet a question 
remains - are all comics meant to entertain?  
Consider a comic strip commissioned by the National Library Board in 
Singapore in Figure 1-3: 
                                                 





Figure 1-3 ‘Be A Responsible Library User!’ Bookmark. © Copyright National Library Board 
(NLB). 
It seems that the purpose of such a comic strip is to inform viewers of 
certain rules and regulations pertaining to library use. The structure of this work 
is similar that of a prototypical comic strip in having panels in a certain sequential 
order, yet the primary function is meant to inform readers. Nonetheless, it fits into 
McCloud’s (1993) definition in that it is a series of images deliberately juxtaposed 
to convey information. Since one of the main criticisms of McCloud’s (1993) 
definition is that it can apply to too many other non-comic publications, it may be 
wise to augment his definition by narrowing the scope and specifying other 
elements based on the definitions proposed by other scholars. It may be 
appropriate to suggest that comics convey a narrative, containing the bare 
minimum requirement of Orientation, Complication, and Resolution (Stenglin & 
Djonov 2007: 190). In order to achieve such a narrative, I propose that a minimum 
of three panels may be required. To convey a narrative verbal text is not requisite. 
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As shown in Figure 1-4, a minimal narrative can be conveyed without the use of 
words.  
 
Figure 1-4 ‘False Alarm’. (Strip #0472). © Copyright Old Master Q Comics.  
In these four panels, a simple story of mistaken UFO sighting is told. In the 
first panel, Mr. Sweet Potato sees an object flying through the sky (Orientation), in 
the second and third panels he rushes off to tell Mr. Chin about the UFO 
(Complication), and finally in the fourth panel they discover it is a child with his 
frisbee (Resolution). No verbal content is observed in this strip. Hence, contrary to 
what Harvey (2001) claims, wordless strips are not regarded as anomalies in my 
definition, and the incorporation of verbal language is not paramount. 
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Nonetheless, proposing that a narrative is essential to comics has not 
excluded non-comics art work like the Bayeux Tapestry and ancient Egyptian 
murals. They are arguable historical accounts and hence count as narratives. At 
this juncture I reintroduce Kunzle (1973)’s Condition (3), that comics must be 
originally printed on a mass medium. This condition excludes murals, paintings, 
tapestries and other artwork that is non-portable and not mass released or 
circulated. It generally includes modern comics that are printed in newspapers, 
printed as books, and on the Internet. This condition restricts the medium comics 
appear in, and should be applicable.  
Summing up, there are three aspects to my definition of comics for the 
purpose of this thesis. First, single-panel cartoons are to be excluded. Second, it is 
indeed a series of images in a deliberate sequence to convey a narrative. Third, it 
must be published on a mass medium such as the newspaper or the Internet. The 
first and second conditions are intricately related; as abovementioned, a minimum 
of three panels is required to convey a narrative, hence comics, in this thesis, must 
have three or more panels and anything less will be regarded as cartoons. With 
these conditions, I simplify my definition of comics to the following, for the 
purpose of this thesis: 
Comics refer to a deliberate sequence of drawn images that convey a 
narrative and are published on mass media.  
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Comics can be classified into two general types - comic strips and comic 
books. Comic books are stand-alone publication including but not limited to 
graphic novels and comic anthologies. Also, there is an emphasis on ‘drawn 
images’ as opposed to only ‘images’ in order to exclude a series of photographs or 




2 Literature Review 
Research in comics seems to be divided into two main types: content 
analysis and structure analysis. In content analysis, researchers study what the 
story depicts, particularly the plot and messages, akin to literary studies. In 
structure analysis, research is based on the structure and makeup of comics with 
little concern for ‘what happened’. In the former, research is often rooted in the 
sociological studies. Both approaches use different tools and having different 
understanding of what comics are fundamentally.  
In this chapter, I will examine some past researches in the general field of 
comics and highlight the tools I will use for my analysis and approach to comics.  
2.1 Past research in comics  
2.1.1 Content analysis 
 
In the area of ‘content analysis’, comics are regarded as text, and the 
analysis of such a text concerns only the content portion of comics, such as the 
narrative themes, the stylistics, and the verbal language use. In a nutshell, comics 
are treated as one would with literary texts: comics can be deconstructed using 
literary and social theories and juxtaposed with their contemporaneous society 
and culture. Researches of this type are is concerned with essentially the story in 
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the comics and what can be inferred from it. Consulting The International Journal 
of Comic Art, it is evident that comic research is thriving in the areas of 
sociological and literary studies of comics. One example that is seemingly 
pertinent to this thesis by namesake is the article ‘Constructing the Reader’s 
Perspective in V for Vendetta’ by Little (2009). Little examines a comic book, V for 
Vendetta by Alan Moore and highlights how the comic book presents information 
in certain ways to the audience. He makes claims of how readers will interpret the 
information, for example, the intentionally ‘bland’ (Little 2009: 185) character of 
Evey as a probable representation of ‘every woman’ (Little 2009: 185). Such close 
reading, a terminology borrowed from literary studies, of a comic is a good 
representative of content research in comics; comics are treated as text with less 
attention paid to the structural aspect.  
In the introductory chapter of another volume titled Comics and Ideology 
(2001), editors McAllister, Sewell and Gordon highlighted, too, that comics can 
reflect and encode ideology, and the issues of social power. Comics are treated as 
social products, and hence imbued with issues related and not limited to the fields 
of ‘cultural studies, political economy, feminist criticism, queer studies and mythic 
analysis’ (McAllister et al. 2001: 2). The volume claims it ‘examines how issues of 
social power are interwoven into various forms of comic art - including comic 
books and comic strips - with different critical lenses’ (McAllister et al. 2001: 2). 
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That seems to suggest that such issues can be embedded deep in a comic 
publication.  
Such trend in research is mirrored in Japanese mangas too, as with comics 
from other cultures. Apart from historical studies of the evolution of manga (e.g. 
Gravett 2004, Harvey 2009, Koyama-Richard 2007, Schodt 1983), which can be 
traced back to the picture narration tradition in Japanese culture, mangas are also 
treated as text for discourse analysis. Some gender theorists find manga a wealth 
of data pertaining to sexuality issues (e.g. Matsui 1993, McLelland 2000), and 
issues of gender (e.g. Grigsby 1998, Ito 1994, Napier 1998, and Ogi 2003). Studying 
mangas as social text can provide a perspective to Japanese society, no different 
from studying Japanese literature. As discourse study is concerned, comics and 
mangas are both treated similarly.  
In another vein, if we consider comics, prematurely at this juncture, as a 
mixture of image and text, then research on comics will draw upon studies from 
different fields- the study of verbal texts and the study of the pictorial. Referring 
to Varnum and Gibbons (2001: xii), they wrote that ‘a multidisciplinary body of 
word and image scholarship already exist that anyone interested in comics may 
draw upon’. This body of scholarship includes those from the departments of art 
history, literary studies, communications and media studies, cultural studies, film 
theory, and others (Varnum and Gibbons 2001: xii). In particular, scholars tend to 
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compare comics and film (e.g. Lefevre 2007, Christiansen 2000) claiming that there 
are certain causal similarities between the two forms (e.g. Armour 1987, Lacassin 
1972). Christiansen (2000) too compares the two forms, comics and cinematic, and 
shows in his chapter that the two are distinct in their use of the same semiotic 
devices. He claims ‘the cinematographic devices in comics cannot be treated as 
cinematic style, as this fails to do justice to, for instance the juxtaposition of the 
disparate images and the unit of the pages that constitute the tableaux of the 
comics’ (Christiansen 2000: 112-113). Paraphrasing, Christiansen notes that while 
comics and film may share certain similar devices, such as different shot 
perspective, close-ups, these devices do not have the same functions. Artists and 
readers alike have to, and will be able to, take into account the role of these 
elements in the two different art forms and encode and interpret them differently. 
In the same chapter Christiansen also highlights a point that is structural in 
nature: spatial discontinuity is less stark and disruptive in comics than in films 
because there always is a gap, or gutter, between frames in comics and readers 
hence do not expect spatial continuity, unlike their expectation films (Christiansen 
2000: 117).   
2.1.2 Structure analysis  
Groensteen (2007) and McCloud (1993) have contributed greatly to the 
study of the structure of comics. Groensteen approaches comics from a semiosis 
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viewpoint and published his findings as a book titled The System of Comics in 1999 
(in French, later translated to English in 2007). This book provides a theoretical 
framework of comics, examining structural features such as the page 
configuration (mise-en-page) (Groensteen 2007: 21), margins (Groensteen 2007: 32) 
and framing of a comic panel (Groensteen 2007: 39). He considers the functions of 
these structural features in a comic strip and draws his examples primarily from 
French comics.  
McCloud, a comic artist himself, wrote a definitive guide on comics titled 
Understanding Comics (1993), and subsequently two other books, Reinventing 
Comics (2000) and Making Comics (2006). These three books are presented in comic 
form, not academic prose. In the first book, McCloud deconstructs a typical comic 
book and elaborates on the structural elements of comics, not unlike Groensteen. 
McCloud approaches his explanation from an expert viewpoint, from his 
experience as a comic artist. He definitively states the functions of the elements in 
comics, which have influenced readers and researchers alike. His definitive tone 
has also earned him criticisms from scholars (see Wolk and Harvey below). The 
second book, published in 2000, served as a rebuttal to some of these criticisms.  
Apart from the general perspectives on comics provided by Groensteen and 
McCloud, other researchers have taken more focused viewpoints. Catherine 
Khordoc (2001) in her chapter titled ‘The Comic Book’s Soundtrack’ focuses her 
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research on visual sound effects in one particular comic, Asterix, and more 
specifically, the use of speech balloons. In her chapter she considers the structural 
issues pertaining to speech balloons. She claims that speech balloons within a 
panel are placed in accordance to the reading order and consequently, this affects 
the corporeal position of the speakers as well. The reading order must adhere to 
speech conventions, in other words, a reply cannot precede, positionally, the 
question. She also considers typography as a semiotic resource in itself, and 
through which mere text is possibly transformed to be symbolic. She also raises a 
very compelling point that ‘words found outside of balloons consist of sound 
effects or onomatopoeia’ (Khordoc 2001: 168). Such a statement has aptly 
generalized the different uses of words in comics. Evidently, Khordoc’s chapter is 
helpful in providing scaffolding for the consideration of speech balloons and 
words in comics.  
Speech balloons and sound representation seem to have garnered interests 
from other researchers too. Petersen’s (2007) article titled ‘The Acoustics of 
Manga: Narrative Erotics and the Visual Presence of Sound’ examines 
onomatopoeia and sound effects in Japanese manga, which he shows to be 
different from American comics. In the article he also shows why these sounds in 
Japanese manga ‘defy easy translation’ (Petersen 2007: 578). Petersen (2007) 
provides historical background to the development of speech balloons and sound 
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effects in Japanese manga, dating to the era of picture storytelling known as kami-
shibai in the early 18th century. He also considers the different writing systems 
(hiragana, katakana and kanji) of the Japanese language as influencing the manner 
by which sound is represented in manga. This article presents a good overview of 
how sound is represented in Japanese comics, which is relevant to this thesis.  
With regard to elements of comics, researchers concerned with metaphors have 
delved into the portrayal of emotions in comics (e.g. Forceville 2009, Eerden 2009, 
and Shinohara and Matsunaka 2009). In the volume, Multimodal Metaphor, 
Forceville (2009) examines the emotion of anger in comics from a metaphoric point 
of view. Applying Lakoff’s (1987) study in metaphor, such as ANGER IS A HOT 
FLUID IN A PRESSURIZED CONTAINER (Lakoff 1987), Forceville identifies 
elements in the comic, Asterix, that make use of such metaphors. Eerden (2009: 
260) extends Forceville’s study to film, and highlights the differences the two 
media, print comics and film, have on such emotional metaphors. He considers 
these ‘medium-specific representations’ and suggests that ‘a specific medium 
draws heavier on certain unique combinations of primary metaphors to construct 
complex conceptual metaphors’ (2009: 260). Paraphrasing, different amounts of 
different metaphors can be found in works presented on different media, such as 
print versus film. Another chapter in the same volume by Shinohara and 
Matsunaka (2009) explores too the metaphors of emotions in Japanese manga. In 
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their chapter, they applied Forceville’s classification of visual metaphors to their 
sample and showed how there are some universal emotion metaphors exhibited 
through cross-cultural comics. They also found culture-specific metaphors, such 
as a pictorial rune depicting ‘pressurized veins on one’s temple’ (Shinohara and 
Matsunaka 2009: 280), as well as depiction of emotions related to nature and the 
elements, in Japanese comics. The chapter provides an overview to a wide array of 
devices used in Japanese manga to show emotions and thereby constructing a 
vocabulary of visual portrayal of emotions in Japanese comics.  
2.2 Analytical tools and framework 
2.2.1 Multimodality/multi-semiotic  
 
Common comics contain both words and images. Kaindl (2004: 173) 
highlights that ‘the comic strip is a hybrid genre, whose analysis cannot be clearly 
assigned to any one academic discipline’. In other words, to study comics we 
cannot rely solely on approaches reserved for traditional textual discourse 
analysis. The abovementioned scholars have approached the study of comics from 
various disciplines such as aesthetic studies and semiotic studies, particularly 
from the European researchers. Unsworth (2008) calls for development of 
transdisciplinary research in order to adequately understand impact of new 
literacies, such as a visual-textual literacy. A transdisciplinary approach entails 
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drawing appropriate material from different disciplines and creating a framework 
that gives better perspective on emerging issues.  
A suggested approach is that of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). SFL 
started as a framework to analyze written text providing scaffolding between 
structure analysis and content analysis. Different strata of meanings within text 
are analyzed in SFL. SFL then provides an organized vocabulary through which 
researchers can base their discourse analysis on. Halliday (1985, 1994) theorizes 
that there are three metafunctions in meaning making, namely Ideational, 
Interpersonal and Textual. The underpinning of SFL is the assumption that 
language has the ability to construe human experience by categorizing these 
experiences (Halliday 2004). The Ideational metafunction pertains to human 
experience, and is subdivided into the Experiential and Logical. This metafunction 
relates to how human represent their experience, for example in the sentence ‘Tom 
is walking into the house’, the sentence denotes a certain human experience, that 
of an individual named Tom doing an action and propelling himself into a 
building. The ideational metafunction, in a nutshell, is about what is being 
referred to in language. The Interpersonal metafunction, however, is about social 
relationships. According to Halliday (2004), ‘if the ideational function of the 
grammar is ‚language as reflection‛, [interpersonal function] is ‚language as 
action’’’ (Halliday 2004: 29). Paraphrasing, the interpersonal metafunction is akin 
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to the study of the social meaning and functions of language. Halliday’s approach 
suggests that while both Ideational and Interpersonal metafunctions are at work 
in any text, they do not constrain each other (Halliday 2004). Apart from these two 
metafunctions the third is Textual. The textual function deals with the manner in 
which a text is made cohesive and coherent, akin to the structure of sentences and 
paragraphs in grammar. The three metafunctions are present in any given text but 
have differing salience. Certain text types have the propensity to foreground 
certain metafunctions depending on their aims and requirements.  
Halliday’s framework has inspired researchers to not only extend what was 
originally conceived for written text (SFL) to images (e.g. O’Toole 1994, Kress and 
van Leeuwen 1996), but also to delve deeper into studying multi-semiotic texts. 
Halliday’s concept of the three metafunctions of meaning making is adapted by 
researchers to analyze different media such as and not limited to music (e.g. van 
Leeuwen 1999, Callaghan and McDonald 2002), print advertisements (e.g. Royce 
1998 and Cheong 2004), films and videos (e.g. O’Halloran 2004), and multimodal 
transcription (Baldry and Thibault 2006). For the purposes of this thesis, the areas 
of images and graphics are more pertinent. One SFL scholar influential to the 
study of images is O’Toole. In his book The Language of Displayed Art (1994: 4), 
O’Toole questioned the discipline of art critique, suggesting it is subjective in its 
articulation because ‘the engagement we each have with a work of art is in one 
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sense private’. He aims, in the book, to present a common language, or vocabulary 
to describe images that is can be applied universally. By adapting Halliday’s three 
metafunctions, O’Toole introduces the terms Representational, Modal and 
Compositional, which coincide with Halliday’s Ideational, Interpersonal and 
Textual. The units and elements of analysis are evidently different for images 
compared to text. A chart summarizing O’Toole’s analytical framework is 
presented in Error! Reference source not found..  
Table 2-1 Functions and systems in painting. Taken from O’Toole (1994: 24). 
 
The Representational metafunction (Ideational in Halliday’s system) is 
pertains to ‘what the painting actually depicts’ (O’Toole 1994: 14). This 
metafunction pertains to what a picture or image is attempting to portray in the 
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real world. For example, Figure 2-1 is a sketch of a cat, and it represents a cat in real 
life.  
 
Figure 2-1 Drawing of a cat. 
The likeness of an image when juxtaposed with the real-world object varies; 
and it can be said that when a work of art is very similar to the object it is 
depicting, the Representational metafunction is foregrounded. On the issue of 
representation, McCloud (1993) elaborates in how faces and other objects can be 
abstracted in comics and yet remain recognizable. The drawing in comics can be 
minimally detailed and yet be representation of the real-object. Such abstraction 
comes under the Representational metafunction. 
The Modal metafunction (Interpersonal in Halliday’s system) deals with 
interpersonal engagement with the viewer for an image or painting. Engagement 
can be subjective as viewers have differing emotional reactions to images. O’Toole 
argues that we can nonetheless still minimize the subjectivity in the search of a set 
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of objective vocabulary. His analytical units include notions such as Gaze, 
Perspective, Framing and Light. He reasons that in works of art these elements 
serve to engage the attention of viewers. Also, O’Toole likens Modal to Modality 
in grammar, referring to the class of verbs or adverbs that augment meanings of 
verbs and include in them information of certainty or uncertainty. For example, a 
modal adverb augmenting the verb kill in a sentence ‘she possibly killed the man’ 
rather than ‘she killed the man’. The latter is more definitive while the former, 
with the modal adverb, is less so. According to O’Toole, the Modal metafunction 
works in a similar manner in ‘build[ing] a degree of uncertainty or ambiguity into 
the actions of one of [the] figures’ (O’Toole 1994: 9). Apart from the issue of 
ambiguity, the elements he raised to be Modal are crucial in drawing the attention 
of the viewers. These elements when exploited can divert attention to where the 
artists intend, thereby influencing the viewing patterns and path. Drawing a 
connection to comics, this seem to be important, particularly for comic books or 
strips of irregular sizes; artists need to be able to exert some influence over how 
the comic is read rather than allowing a haphazard reading path.  
The third metafunction is that of Compositional (Textual in Halliday’s 
system). The word composition when used in Art usually applies to larger works 
that contain multiple individual figures and refer to how these figures ‘fit’ 
together in the work. Like how discourse is made cohesive through conjunctive 
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devices, O’Toole highlights artistic devices that play a part in the composition of 
the work. Elements include Proportion, Color, Rhythm and Gestalt. In terms of 
comics, the Compositional Metafunction can occur at different units from within a 
panel to the entire page. Being predominantly images made up of individual 
figures, comics appear to require much compositional coherence, which hinges on 
the use of these different elements by the artist. Hence it is crucial to examine how 
these elements act in comics in an attempt to understand comics.  
Another SFL framework related to O’Toole’s is that by Kress and van 
Leeuwen (1996). O’Toole’s (1994) framework appears to be borne of displayed art 
(mainly paintings), and can be considered to be consisting of only one semiotic 
resource. Kress and van Leeuwen, on the other hand, consider multimodal, or 
multi-semiotic texts such as posters and magazine layouts. They too adapted 
Halliday’s (1978) three metafunctions, not unlike O’Toole. To them, both written 
words and images are signs that carry denotative meaning as well as social 
meaning. They wrote that ‘like linguistics, visual structures point to particular 
interpretations of experience and forms of social interaction’ (Kress and van 
Leeuwen 1996: 2). Central to many of their collaborative works is the notion of text 
being purveyors of politics and through the grammar of visual images we can 
surface embedded social meanings. This seems to be related to the studies of 
content mentioned above except that to Kress and van Leeuwen, not only is the 
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content material important in a text, but also its structure and makeup. This then 
appears to be a hybrid of both types of research - therein structure is the pertinent 
issues of politics and power.  
O’Toole’s (1994) framework is applicable to visual work and will be a 
strong foundation to build my analysis upon. Apart from O’Toole and Kress and 
van Leeuwen’s overarching frameworks, it is pertinent to consider some more 
focused research on images and text. Lim’s (2007) chapter titled ‘The Visual 
Semantics Stratum: Making Meaning in Sequential Images’ examines comic strips 
using a multimodal approach, vis-a-vis McCloud’s (1993) generalizations. Lim 
highlights a need for a semantic stratum for images in Martin’s (1992) discourse 
semantic stratum model and fills this gap with the Integrative Multisemiotic 
Model (IMM) built upon various multimodal research (see Figure 2-2). The model 
was first proposed by Lim (2002: 197) himself as an attempt at the ‘development of 
an overarching ‚meta-model‛ with an accompanying ‚meta-language‛ to describe 
and discuss the meaning made in a text utilizing both language and images as 




Figure 2-2 Integrative Multisemiotic Model (IMM). Taken from Lim (2007: 198) 
The IMM is made of three strata, or planes: the Context Plane, Content 
Plane and Expression Plane. The IMM model allows for adaptation of key 
research frameworks at each plane of analysis. For instance, at the Content plane 
of ‘Lexico grammar’ and ‘visual grammar’, the frameworks by Halliday (1994) 
and O’Toole (1994) can be adapted respectively. Researchers using this IMM 
model can therefore have an overview of how different components such as 
Ideology and Register affect discourse, be it verbal or visual discourse. More 
importantly, in the figure Lim (2007) has included a ‘space of integration’, 
suggesting that the co-deployment of language and images will not result in a 
mere side-by-side co-existence, but a well-knitted integration that is potentially 
unique to the genre or medium of the discourse investigated. This resonates with 
what Lemke (1998) propounds on the multiplication of meaning. Lemke (1998: 87) 
claims that ‘when writing is distinguished from drawing, it becomes possible to 
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compose multimedia texts, incorporating both semiotic modalities, and allowing 
us to multiply the meaning made with one of those made with the other...’. In 
essence, this multiplication of meaning can well occur at the ‘space of integration’ 
in Lim’s IMM, rendering the IMM a compelling research model.  
Apart from the IMM, Lim juxtaposes three systems: Halliday’s (1994) 
metafunctional system consisting of Ideational, Interpersonal, Textual and Logical 
(part of Ideational) metafunctions; Martin’s (1992) discourse systems of Ideation, 
Negotiation, Identification and Conjunction; and Halliday’s (1978) framework of 
Visual Systems of Visual Taxonomy, Visual Configuration, Visual Reference, and 
Visual Taxis. The juxtaposition is encapsulated in the table below: 
Table 2-2 Systems on the Discourse Semantic Stratum. Taken from Lim (2002: 62). 
Metafunction Discourse Systems Visual Systems 
Ideational IDEATION: 
Taxonomic Relations: 
Superordination and Composition 





















Hypotactic logic semantic relations 
 
Making use of these three systems and considering the two notions of 
Associative Elements (AE) and Visual Linking Device (VLD), as well as 
McCloud’s (1993) Transition Categories, Lim (2007) analyzes comic strips from 
Baby Blues. His analysis highlights co-deployment of the various semiotic 
resources in comic strips hinging on the use of AEs and VLDs and how these have 
an impact on meaning making processes in comics. However, as he too 
mentioned, the study of meaning making processes in sequenced images await 
further research. His paper provides a sound research foundation upon which to 





The literature review has provided a good summary of the different 
approaches to comic studies. I will form my methodology from those various 
studies. As mentioned, this thesis focuses on structural analysis over content 
analysis. In order to do that, I will study the elements that make up comics vis-a-
vis O’Toole’s (1994) framework for the analysis of displayed art. In this chapter, I 
distill key analytical aspects in four areas – the page configuration (mise-en-page), 
panel transitions, verbal content, and non-verbal communication.   
3.1.1 Mise-en-page  
The notion of mise-en-page, also known as page layout is borrowed from 
Groensteen (2007). The mise-en-page is concerned with ‘the distribution of space 
and the occupation of spaces’ (Groensteen 2007: 21). Groensteen asserts that the 
page configuration is one of the ways the comic artist makes strategic choices 
based on certain rules of comics and considerations for the readers. From a 
readers’ perspective, a ‘readable’ comic must follow set conventions and 
predictable formatting. For example, a reader of American comics expect that the 
story unfolds from the panels from left to right, not the other direction.  
If panels are the minimal structural units in comics, it is prudent to consider 
how panels are framed. Groensteen (2007) conceptualized six functions of the 
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frame in comics, the frame being the demarcation of a panel. These six functions 
are (i) closure, (ii) separative, (iii) rhythmic, (iv) structural, (v) expressive, and (vi) 
readerly. When juxtaposed with O’Toole’s (1994) framework for displayed art, 
these six functions can be grouped under two metafunctions - Modal and 
Compositional. In Chapter 4.1.4, I will elaborate on these six functions.  
Another concept pertinent to the discussion of mise-en-page is reading 
order. The order in which readers read the panels is determined mainly by the 
page layout and cultural convention. In Japanese mangas, a page is typically 
accessed from top to bottom, right to left. In American and European comics, it is 
typically top to bottom, left to right. Culturally fixed reading convention has its 
bearings on how an artist will arrange the elements in a page, and even in a panel. 
Consequently, these elements will guide a reader to access a page in a specific 
order. At this juncture it should be noted that the notion of reading order is 
intrinsically linked to panel transitions which will be discussed in Section 3.1.2. To 
consider how elements of a comic can signal and influence the reading order, we 
invariably have to consider the representational content of the panel, and not only 
the external structural portion of comics.  
3.1.2  Panel transition 
To study the transition from panel to panel within comics, it is unavoidable 
that the content of a frame be considered. This is, however, not content analysis 
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described in the literature review but the study of the representational content 
(such as figures, objects) of adjacent frames. Based on McCloud’s (1993) book, 
there are six main types of transition relations, shown in the figure below. 
 
[This image has been removed for copyright reasons. To refer 
to the image, please refer to McCloud (1995:74). ] 
Figure 3-1 Transition Relations. Taken from McCloud (1993: 74). © Copyright Scott McCloud. 
The six relations are (i) moment to moment, (ii) action-to-action, (iii) 
subject-to-subject, (iv) scene-to-scene, (v) aspect-to-aspect, and (vi) non sequitur. 
Regarding this set of transition relations, Ingulsrud and Allen (2009) noted in their 
chapter that there has been difficulty distinguishing relations (i) and (ii) when 
analyzing Japanese manga. They criticized McCloud’s generalization to be lacking 
empirical evidence. Nevertheless, the transition relations seem adequate for 
discussing cohesive devices7 across panels in comics.  
Another important facet of panel transitions is how the passage of time is 
marked. Wolk (2007) suggests that the elapse of time in comics is signaled by 
content of the strip. Despite comics being made up of discrete static images, 
                                                 
7 Cohesive devices in this context refers to how individual panels link to form one story, or the 
‘stickiness’ of comic panels. 
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certain structural devices, as encapsulated by McCloud’s (1993) Transition 
Relations, can show the passage of time. This appears to be a very important 
defining feature of comics; without a way to signal time-space continuity, 
narratives are impossible to establish. To do so, the use of Associative Element 
(AE) and Visual Linking Device (VLD) as raised by Lim (2007) are crucial. ‘An AE 
is an item that is associated in part or as part of a larger specific object, or an 
abstract idea or concept.’ (Lim 2007: 201) He also considers AE to be similar to 
semantic collocation in language. In other words, AEs work in groups to provide 
some form of contextual information. VLDs, as suggested by its name, are objects 
that maintain cohesion through recurrence. By ensuring that comic panels are 
linked, AEs and VLDs signal time-space continuity.  
3.1.3 Verbal elements 
Verbal elements in worded comics have various functions. They can be 
divided into three main types - narration, speech and onomatopoeia. Narration 
refers to words used to narrate the story. These are usually encased in rectangular 
boxes at the periphery of a panel. Speech refers to words uttered by characters. 
These are most typically encased in speech balloons, or speech bubbles. According 
to Khordoc (2001: 156), speech balloons ‘marks the intersection between image 
and word’. She highlights that while the border line of the speech balloon 
demarcates word from illustration, it also forms the link between the two in a 
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comic panel by providing context (Khordoc 2001). Speech balloons, for spoken 
words, have a tail that points to the speaker; in this sense, the tail is deictic. 
Similarly, there exists ‘thought balloons’, which are unspoken thoughts of the 
characters, usually marked by a series of bubbles pointing towards the ‘thinker’, 
rather than a tail. The thought balloon often takes on a relatively less crisp shape 
of a cloud compared to the harsh oval or rounded rectangles of speech balloons. 
Figure 3-2 illustrates the difference between the two.  
 
Speech Balloon Thought Balloon
 
Figure 3-2 Examples of speech and thought balloons. 
Onomatopoeias are the words used to represent sound, such as ‘bam!’ for a 
crashing sound. These can usually float freely in the space of a panel, or they can 
be encased in balloons of other shapes. Onomatopoeia in comics is usually printed 
in a different font style compared to the other verbal content. By altering the way 
a word looks, an additional stratum of meaning is added on to the denotative 
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meaning of the word8. Such is the fusion between words and graphics. According 
to Petersen (2007), there is a propensity for onomatopoeia, or words used to 
portray sound, to be fused with visual cues that provide additional information of 
the sound, for example, a larger stronger font to signal loudness.  
Based on the above discussion, it appears that speech balloons and 
onomatopoeias in comics straddle the verbal and visual. They are made of both 
verbal and visual elements and they must be studied together, not based on the 
individual elements. To date, SFL has treated the two semiotic resources 
separately, and in cases of inter-semiotic interaction, scholars studied the cohesion 
between the resources (e.g. Liu and O’Halloran 2009). Lim’s (2007) IMM model, as 
raised in the literature review, is able to capture this relationship on a grander 
scale. However, a more detailed view of such co-deployment of semiotic resources 
is required. In this thesis I will study speech balloons and onomatopoeia in a more 
details.  
3.1.4 Gesture, Posture and Gaze 
It can be broadly considered that all comics consist of at least an animal, an 
object or a plant that can speak, pose, gesture and gaze. In O’Toole’s (1994) 
framework, these function at the level of Figure. More importantly, they 
                                                 
88 The denotation of onomatopoeia reference to the sound in the real world.  
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contribute to readers’ understanding of the narrative. Eisner (1985: 103) claims 
that ‘in comics, body posture and gesture occupy a position of primacy over text’. 
In the same chapter he shows a micro-dictionary of gestures making use of simple 
figures to show different gestures and bodily postures associated with different 
emotions. Arguably the visual portrayal of emotions depends on a set of cultural 
conventions that consists of gesture, posture, facial expression and to a smaller 
extent, text. In reading comics a reader cannot depend wholly on verbal 
information; the visual is contextual clue to understanding the verbal. Gestures 
are fundamentally culturally conditioned.  
Gaze plays an important role in our reading experience as well. Gaze by a 
figure to another part within a panel brings the readers’ attention to that 
particular spot, forming a vector that affects reading order. In O’Toole’s 
framework, gaze occurs at the Modal (interpersonal) metafunction; gaze is 
understood to communicate with the audience/viewer by this system. By altering 
the vector of viewing, gaze is indeed altering the viewer’s behavior and thereby 
‘communicating’ with the viewer. By examining the element of gaze in comics, I 
aim to show how reading experience is dependent not only on established cultural 




The above four main elements will form the backbone of my analysis of 
American and Japanese comics. Additionally, I have mentioned in the early 
section that this thesis will be based on O’Toole’s (1994) analytical framework of 
displayed art. Hence, in my analysis I will situate the four notions in his 
framework. 
3.2 Data 
I will draw my data from three main types of comics: American comic 
strips, American comic books, and Japanese comic books (manga). Short comic 
strips are neither popular nor prevalent in Japan, hence no data will drawn from 
that group.  
Among American comic strips, my data will come primarily from online 
comic strips. These comics are published online regularly (most of them daily), 
and archival resources are available. For American comic books, I broadly 
categorize them into superhero comics and non-superhero comics. Superhero 
comics are predicated on a superhero character(s), such as Superman from DC 
Comics and Spiderman from Marvel Comics. These comic books are action-based, 
detailing the transformations, battles and lives of these superheroes. Non-
superhero comics then refer to the comics of other kinds, including and not 
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limited to fantasy and comedy. For this thesis, I will sample from Shortcomings, a 
comic book or graphic novel9 on the daily life of its characters by Adrian Tomine.  
Japanese mangas are also varied in terms of textual genres ranging from 
sports to romance, mystery to pornography. According to Black (2008),there are 
five broad categories of manga based on the target audience – (i) josei/redikomi 
mangas which must be created by women detailing everyday lives, (ii)seinen 
mangas which are created by and for men with a wide range of topics, (iii) kodomo 
for young children, (iv)shojo mangas targeted at young females, typically with 
themes of romance and school life, and (v)shonen mangas targeted at young males, 
typically with themes of sports and action. These five labels are used in the 
Japanese comic industry, forming a transparent system of classification both 
useful for publishers and readers to identify with. In this thesis, I will sample 
mangas mainly from categories (iv) and (v) because these are considerably more 
widely available. Furthermore, there appears to be greater similarity between 
shonen mangas and American superhero comics, making the two suited for 
comparison.  
3.2.1 Descriptors 
                                                 
9 Some scholars and artists use comic book and graphic novel interchangeable. In this thesis, they 
are rough equivalents because genre difference is not an important factor in my study. 
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In order to adequately describe my findings, it is important to first establish 
a set of describing terms, or descriptors that will be used in this thesis. Pertaining 
to the make-up of a comic publication, there are three main terms as listed.  
Page. The notion of a page is only relevant to a comic book. It refers to one 
printed page in a book. Some artists may make use of two opposite printed pages 
as one large page by drawing across the page boundary (e.g. refer to Figure 5-12 ). 
In this case, we can consider the two printed pages as a ‘double page’.  
Panel. The panel is regarded the base unit of comics. A panel is typically 
rectangular framed by margins.  
Gutter. The gutter is the empty space between panels. Not all comics have a 
visible gutter; most of the comics in my data have adjoining panels with no empty 
space between. In these cases, the gutter is an invisible space where the reader has 
to make an imagination leap between the previous and current panels. McCloud 
(1993) refers to this leap as ‘closure’ (1993: 63).  
The figure below shows a schematic diagram of how a typical comic 









Comic StripComic Book  
Figure 3-3 Schematic Diagram of typical comics structure. 
On the left we see panels and gutters on a page from comic book, where 
panel sizes and orientation can be more varied than comic strip, on the left. 
These are the three main descriptors used in this thesis regarding the make-
up of a comic publication. Other components pertinent to discussion will be 





Mise-en-page, or page configuration, refers to the manner the panels within 
a page of comic book are arranged. Contrary to comic strips which generally have 
a linear series of cuboid panels, the panels in a comic book have more varied sizes 
and shapes, and the panel arrangement within a page more dynamic 
consequently. There are comic books with neat cuboid panels in every page. For 
example, in Adrian Tomine's (2007) work, Shortcomings, as shown in Figure 4-1, 
there are nine neat rectangular panels. Comparatively, a page from Wonder Woman 
(Figure 4-2) shows a more ‘fluid’ page configuration whereby therein lies no fixed 
page configuration but a variety of arrangements and panel sizes throughout the 




Figure 4-1 Shortcomings (2007: 37). © Copyright Adrian Tomine. 
 
Figure 4-2 Wonder Woman (1995: 24). © Copyright DC Comics.  
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If the panel is the minimal requisite unit in the system of comics, for comic 
books, the next larger unit is the page, with the largest overarching unit being the 
book itself. In the O'Toole (1994) framework of visual art, he considers four levels 
of units comprising of the Work, the Episode, the Figure and the smallest being 
the Member. Juxtaposing the comic system unto this four layers, I posit that a 
page (and a double page) in comic books as the Work because it is the maximal 
content that a reader can see at a time, as a page is ‘hyperframed’ (Groensteen 
2007) by a page border, not unlike a picture frame for a painting to fully 
encompass the Work. For comic strips, the hyperframe is not as distinct as that in 
a comic book page, especially when it is embedded spatially in other content. In 
these cases, comic strip must be framed in some manner to distinguish it from the 
surrounding text or other strips. For example, in a regular four-panel comic strip 
published in the newspaper alongside other strips, even without a lined border 
demarcating the boundaries of this comic, readers can clearly discern one comic 
strip from another based on various cues such as the title and spacing. Those 
features form the hyperframe of comic strips. Consequently, a panel, then, is an 
Episode within the Work, with the content of the panel, such as the characters 
scene and prop being the Figures. Lastly, parts of these Figures, such as an arm or 
a window of a house, are considered the Members. These 4 units will come into 
importance when we discuss multi-semiosis in a comic book.  
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Three main ideas will be explore in this chapter, namely: (i) overall page 
configuration, (ii) the implications for reading order, and (iii) the six functions of 
the Frame according to Groensteen (2007). It must be noted these three ideas are 
interlinked. Lastly, I will expound on how page configuration ties in with multi-
semiotic analysis and the manner by which we can approach this issue.  
4.1 Overall Page Configuration 
A typical American periodical comic book or comic magazine has a page 
size of 7 by 10.5 inches, some larger or smaller. Comparatively, a typical page 
from a standalone10 Japanese manga is only about 4.5 by 7 inches, less the half the 
size of an American comic publication. A question arises – does the size of the 
page affect the page configuration? A critical point for consideration is the 
minimal size of a panel. It seems that the smaller a panel, the fewer items it can 
contain without risking cluttering. In my dataset, I have observed up to nine 
panels per page in American comics, such as Shortcomings (see Figure 4-1) and 
Spiderman (see Figure 4-3). 
                                                 
10 Standalone Japanese manga refers to a comic book that is self-contained in terms the storyline, 
or part of a larger single-titled series. This is contrasted to manga magazines, which are 





Figure 4-3 Spiderman (2009: 14). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
In this example, the nine panels are equal-sized and arranged in a neat 
three-by-three order. In my Japanese manga dataset, the highest number of panels 
per page observed is seven, from Dear Boys (see Figure 4-4), which is quite high 
considering the absolute page size. Interestingly, for both American and Japanese 
comics in my dataset, the average number of panels per page hovers around four 
to six (discounting neat cuboid comics such as Shortcomings, which has an average 




Figure 4-4 Dear Boys (2004: 14). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami.  
Observably, absolute page size has no compelling effect on page 
configuration in the aspect of panel numbers. It appears that both American and 
Japanese comic books have about four to six panels per page for books without 
fixed panel size.  
4.1.1 Proportions  
Even though most comic pages have an average of four to six panels, these 
panels vary in size. In a page where panels are not equal-sized, the concept of 
proportions is worth considering. Proportions, in visual arts, broadly refers to ‘the 
relation of one part to another and to the whole’ (Caudill, 1978). Paraphrasing, 
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proportion in an artwork is concerned with the juxtaposition of one element to 
another in a Work. On a comic page, proportion is judged based on panel size. 
Proportion can be exploited to make a particular panel more salient, or prominent. 
As shown above, there are comic books that have equal-sized panels throughout 
(e.g. Shortcomings). In such panels, it may seem that none of the panels are 
disproportionately more prominent. For pages with varied panel sizes, large 
panels are usually the most prominent. The example below is taken from Wonder 
Woman, showing how panel size affects prominence. 
 




Figure 4-6 Schematic diagram of Fig. 4-5. 
Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show the actual page and a schematic diagram of the 
panels. There are five panels on the page, and Panel A is the largest among the 
five panels, and hence the most prominent. It is the relative size of Panel A that 
renders it prominent; not the absolute size. Panel A depicts a character walking in 
the woods. The panel is vertical, capturing the full height of the trees in relation to 
the figure. This panel essentially sets the scene for the panels to follow. In short, a 
relatively bigger panel is likely to capture more attention from the viewers.   
Another play on proportion can come from the relative size of the Figures 
in the panels. In the following page from Spiderman (previously presented as Fig.4-




Figure 4-7 Spiderman (2009: 14). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment.   
Despite the nine panels being equal-sized, it appears that Panels D and E 
are the most prominent, or attention-grabbing, of the nine due to the relatively 
larger size of the two Figures. From their larger size, the two figures have a larger 
region of brighter colors, contributing to their prominence too. Such is a play on 
in-panel proportion as well as colors; content of a panel can also influence how 
prominent a panel is.  
This brings to question the purpose of rendering certain panels larger than 
others. Previous studies on visual grammar suggest that there are probable 
ideological reasons behind page configuration. Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) 
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posit that within a page, arrangement of elements give them different specific 
‘information value’. Van Leeuwen (1998) summarizes their findings, as quoted 
below: 
‘...the meaning of a given element therefore depends to some degree on 
whether it is placed on the left or the right, at the top or the bottom, in the center 
or the margin, and so on. From a study of many different types of images and 
other visuals Kress and Van Leeuwen concluded that vertical, top ±bottom 
structures, if used to polarize two different elements (e.g., to oppose the past and 
the present, writing and drawing, dream and reality, etc.), present the top element 
as the generalized and/or idealized essence of the information, and the bottom 
element as contrasting with this by being more detailed and specific and/or more 
‚down to earth‛, more oriented towards facts and practicalities. They therefore 
called the top element the ‚Ideal‛ and the bottom element the ‚Real.‛‘ (Van 
Leeuwen 1998: 283) 
 
Their finding suggests that when a reader approaches a page, the different 
elements will have differing ‘meanings’ based not only on their representational 
meaning, but also the position they occupy within the context of the page. Such a 
concept seems rather inapplicable to comics. Imagine considering the bottom 
panels of a page ‘real’ in being oriented towards facts as proposed in the quote 
above; that is not acceptable. Every panel in a comic presents some form of new 
information for narrative progression. The configuration of a comic page should 
not be analyzed in the way Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) proposed. The conflict 
seems to be arising from genre difference. Comic books are arguably first 
narratives then visual artwork; Their framework seems to be more applicable to 
visual artwork. In this respect, it is necessary that we give comic page 
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configuration its own interpretational framework. Tentatively, I move on to the 
phenomenon of overlapping panels, which is highly related to page configuration, 
before I address the issue of analytical framework.  
4.1.2 Overlapping Panels 
Panels structurally segment a page into different parts. To achieve this, 
most panels have lined borders. There exist some panels without borders, as seen 
in Figure 4-4. In the panel annotated as panel E, there is no distinct border 
demarcating this panel. Also, panels D and F seem to overlap this panel, which 
depicts a classroom scene. This is the setting for the all the panels within that 
page.  
Similarly, such panel overlaps are observed in American comics as well, as 




Figure 4-8 Wonder Woman (1995: 24). © Copyright DC Comics.  
There are five panels in this page, four of them distinctly framed with 
borders. All five panels in this page provide a different perspective of the same 
scene. The ‘background’, or the deepest, most overlapped layer, depicts the scene 
from a further viewer distance whereas the other four panels provide close-up 
perspective of the confrontation. For these two separate comics, the artists seem to 
be using layers to establish distance. This is different from perspectives in art 
which provides depth in paintings and drawings; instead, the use of layers 
invokes the idea of ‘underlying’, which in both comics are establishment of the 
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scene of action. In a page from the Japanese comic KSDO, we too observe a panel 
overlap: 
 
Figure 4-9 KSDO (2007: 12) © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
The background panel (Panel B) depicts the midst of an action (playing 
piano). Two smaller panels (Panels A and C) overlap the background panel in two 
corners where the overlap does not obscure any details. Generally speaking, 
overlaps can and should only occur where graphical details are not necessary. 
Reverting to discussion on the page being at the level of Work and a panel as an 
Episode, how do overlapping panels implicate this analytical system? On the 
outset, overlapping panels renders a comic book page multi-layered with an 
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added dimension of depth. This is contrastive to traditional displayed art, which 
are ‘single-layered’11. Manipulating the placement of individual panels in a page 
and overlapping them is may seem like an overt Compositional move based on 
O’Toole’s (1994) framework. However, there is more to overlapping panels than 
mere Compositional preference.   
Revisiting the idea of Prominence, overlapping panels can be a device to 
boost prominence of certain panels. Consider Figure 4-10 from Wonder Woman:  
                                                 
11 ‘Traditional displayed art’ refers to paintings of the Impressionist tradition as studied by 





Figure 4-10 Wonder Woman (1995: 94). © Copyright DC Comics. 
In this page, there are two large vertical panels, panels A and H. Going by 
their size they are the more prominent panels. However, panels B to G visually 
overlap these two panels. The content of panels B to G depict several different 
viewpoints of a seemingly instantaneous event of falling over a cliff; by placing 
them at the most frontward layer, readers are compelled to pay more attention to 
these smaller panels. Consequently, we see how artists are able to make use of 
both devices of size and overlaps to influence the readers' reading patterns. 
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Capturing readers’ attention is directly related to the Interpersonal metafunction; 
the multi-layered overlapping of comic book panels is an additional device in the 
discourse of comics.  
In comics, particularly the examples shown above, we notice that 
individual panels segment a page and time in narrative progression. This 
coincides with what McCloud (1993: 15) says about composition in comics –  
‘In comics, composition follows a very different set of rules than in most 
graphic arts. By introducing time into the equation, comic artists are 
arranging the page in ways not always conducive to traditional picture-
making. Here, the composition of the picture is joined by the composition of 
change, the composition of drama, and the composition of memory’. 
 
In other words, composition, or page configuration, in comics is different from 
other visual arts and the difference anchors on it being a visual narrative. It is then 
crucial to consider both artist and reader perspectives to adequately understand 
comic mise-en-page. The concept of time in comics will be further explored in the 
following chapter, but at this juncture we see that page configuration and 
narrative time both go hand-in-hand. 
4.1.3 Reading Order 
Regarding the intercultural differences between American and Japanese 
comics, an important factor is the reading order of the two languages used: 
English and Japanese. English and Japanese have different reading orders; English 
has a horizontal left-to-right orthography while Japanese traditionally have a 
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vertical right-to-left orthography (a horizontal left-to-right writing is also 
possible). The difference in reading order of written language will impact the page 
layout (Waller 1988, from Bateman 2007). Apart from highlighting the cause of a 
difference in reading order, more importantly, we should explore how the 
difference manifests. This section deals with the devices used to signal reading 
order in American and Japanese comics.  
Largely speaking, reading order is tied to the page configuration. 
Additionally, the content within the panels can at times help to signal reading 
direction. McCloud (2006: 33), in Making Comics, a book targeted at budding comic 
artists, comments that ‘the composition and motion in your frames can help guide 
the readers' eyes, but make sure they're being guided in the right direction’. 
McCloud deems that it is possible to ‘misguide’ readers using composition and 
motion, which is an interesting aspect to explore. In order to ensure minimal 
disruption in the reading process for readers, page layout and the motion vectors 
in panels should work together in a cohesive system. Recalling our juxtaposition 
of the elements of comics with O'Toole's (1994) classification – comic panels reside 
at the level of Episode. Motion vectors, being graphic portrayal of motion in the 
manner of motion lines, fall in the unit of Member as they accompany objects and 




At the level of Work, we are concerned with the manner panels are 
arranged on a page. McCloud (2006: 32) highlights that ‘between panels, your 
choice of flow will rely on the unwritten contract between artists and readers...’. 
At the beginning of this section I highlighted how language reading order 
difference will transfer onto the comic book reading order. Figure 4-11 and Figure 
4-14, simplified schematic diagrams of Wonder Woman and KSDO respectively, 
exemplify this difference:  
 
Figure 4-11 Schematic Diagram of Fig 4-5. 
In Figure 4-11, there are five panels in the page, annotated with A through 
E coinciding with the reading order. Being in English, this comic has a top-to-
bottom, left-to-right reading order. The larger panel, Panel A, will be read in its 
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entirety from top to bottom first, followed by the smaller panels on the right. 
According to McCloud (2006), if, in such an example, the larger panel comes on 
the right side of the smaller panels, readers may be momentarily confused as to 
how to access these panels. Figure 4-12 is the diagram taken from McCloud's 
(2006) book that illustrates the confusion. 
 
[This image has been removed for copyright reasons. 
To refer to the image, please refer to McCloud (2006: 33).] 
 
Figure 4-12 Confusion in panel position. Taken from McCloud (2006: 33). © Copyright Scott 
McCloud. 
McCloud (2006)'s generalization is based on American comics. 




Figure 4-13 KSDO (2007: 20). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
 
Figure 4-14 Schematic Diagram of Fig 4-13. 
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 In Figure 4-14 Schematic Diagram of Fig, the page is read from right-to-left 
with reference to the annotated panels. Similarly, the page contains a larger 
vertical first panel followed by smaller panels. The pair of examples, Figure 4-5 
and Figure 4-13, are almost mirror images of each other pertaining to the general 
page schematics McCloud (2006)'s generalization can easily be augmented to suit 
Japanese comics. To consider his generalization in SFL terms, with reference to 
O'Toole’s (1994) analytical framework, the relationship among frames fall under 
the Compositional component of Alignment, Interplay and Coherence of form. 
While there is an inherent relationship among the panels in a page as they belong 
to the same comic, the manifestation of this relationship depend on the manner 
they are arranged and subsequently, how the content in each panel contribute to 
coherence.  
4.1.3.2 Figure and Member 
Apart from the arrangement of panels of varied size, motion vector is 
another component important to guiding reading order. Motion vector in this 
context refers to lines in comics that portray motion of objects or figures, 
commonly also referred as ‘motion lines’. Figure 4-15 below illustrates motion 




Figure 4-15 Spiderman (2009: 9). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
In the example there are four main instances of motion vectors in panels B, 
C, E and F. In panel B, Peter Parker (circled) is portrayed to be running towards 
the right side of the page, generating a left-to-right (i.e. Forward) reading motion. 
Similarly in panel C, the most prominent figure which is The Human Torch is seen 
to be flying in a forward direction towards the right side of the page. Even though 
the robbers are running towards the vehicle, they are relatively less conspicuous. 
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In panel E, The Human Torch releases his fiery powers and we observe his hands 
forming visible vectors towards the robbers. The last panel, panel F is different 
compared to the above three. In Panel E, while Spiderman's web are seen to be 
cutting the panel in a diagonal vector12, it actually is moving from right to left 
because Spiderman, revealed in the next page, is behind the gun-holding robber. 
This shows that it is not an absolute that all motion vectors can only move in one 
direction based in the story progression, since they can be varied according to 
artists’ preference. Nonetheless, they largely move in a left-to-right manner 
congruent with the reading order of English.  
A similar situation is observed in Japanese manga. Figure 4-16 is a page 
from Dear Boys:  
                                                 





Figure 4-16 Dear Boys (2003: 45). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami.   
In Figure 4-4, there are two main vectors observed in panels A and B 
respectively. In Panel A, the direction of motion is shown by the annotated arrow. 
Aikawa is seen to be travelling along an arc from right to left. The words also 
provide directionality and a vector in this panel. In Panel B, rather than using a 
similar device to show motion, the artist made use of lines in the background 
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converging to one point behind Aikawa to show Aikawa's displacement and 
hence motion. Aikawa is portrayed to be moving, again, towards the left side of 
the page. The directions of these two motion vectors are congruent with the right-
to-left reading order of the Japanese language and Japanese comics.  
From the two examples above, we see how motion vectors work together 
with readers' expectations of the reading order to generate the natural flow of the 
panels. However, there are motion vectors in certain panels that arise not from 
overt devices of lines but of the figures' stance, which suggest their direction of 
movement. Figure 4-17 shows a page with such a panel: 
 
Figure 4-17 Wonder Woman (1995: 39). © Copyright DC Comics. 
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In Panel A, the character Artemis has her hand outstretched to the right; 
this stance provides what I would like to term ‘stance vector’, which coincides 
with reading direction. In Panel C, we see that Wonder Woman, or Diana, is 
portrayed to be walking towards the left side of the page in this panel. This results 
in a stance vector that is right-to left, which seems incongruent with a left-to-right 
reading order in English. In this page, this opposite direction in fact helps to direct 
readers' gaze to Panel D, which lay to the left of the ultimate panel, panel E. In this 
way, the stance vector in Panel C works ‘locally’ in guiding readers' gaze to the 
following panel. Even though it is still possible for reading order to be established 
without this stance vector, it seems to render it easier and less ambiguous. In the 
ultimate panel, Panel E, the stance vector of the walking figures seem to be from 
left-to-right, directing readers' gaze to following page.  
Therefore, two kinds of vectors appear to be at work in comics related to 
reading direction – motion vectors characterized by overt lines, and stance vectors 
characterized by the figures' stance. The two kinds of vectors both serve the 
broader function of directing readers' gaze, fulfilling the Modal metafunction. The 
two exist at different analytical levels; Stance deals with the figure in general, as in 
seen the case of the running human characters, or in the case of an overt pointing 
hand, the level of Member (more on stance and gestures will be explored in 
Section 7.3). Conversely, motion vectors themselves do not form a figure but are 
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disjoint lines.  Reading order is hence signaled at three analytical levels from the 
Work to figure to episode.  
Consolidating the above exposition, we are broadly concerned with the 
Composition and Modal metafunction of all three analytical units. The analytical 
relationship is shown in Table Error! Reference source not found. below:  
Table 4-1 Juxtaposition of analytical units in comics. 
Item Analytical Unit Metafunction 
Panels Work Compositional 
Stance vector (body) Figure Modal 
Gesture vector Member 
Motion vector Member Modal 
4.1.4 Framing 
In discussing page configuration and how reading order is signaled, 
another important element is the frame of the panel as the frame may give clues 
on how comics are read. Groensteen (2007) proposed six functions of the Frame, 
captured in the quotation below: 
‘There are six important functions of the frame, which I call the function of 
closure, the separative function, the rhythmic function, the structural, the 
expressive function, and the readerly function. All of these functions exert their 
effects on the contents of the panel ... and, especially, on the perceptive and 




While the concept of frames and framing usually allude to structure and 
form, the six functions Groensteen proposed in actuality provide interface 
between content and structure of a panel. Each of the functions, in Groensteen's 
own words, ‘exert their effects on the contents of the panel’ (2007: 39). He suggests 
that augmenting the structure and defining the structural aspects of a panel will 
have effects on the content of the panel. The cleaving of the two is not as simplistic 
as one expects. In the following I will exposit on Groensteen's six functions and 
how they can inform a multi-semiotic study of comics.  
Closure. The function of closure, as suggested by its name, sets a boundary 
on a panel delimiting the content. Groensteen (2007) suggests that artists first 
create the frame of a panel prior to filling in contents. In this process the artist 
must decide on what is included, not what is excluded.  
Separative. Frames serve to separate panels in a series. According to 
Groensteen (2007), ‘...the panel frame plays an analogous role to that of 
punctuation marks in language’ (2007: 43).  
Rhythmic. The shape and size of frames (and panels) on a page may have 
implication on the reading rhythm. For example, a relatively larger number of 
small panels may invoke a relatively staccato rhythm. 
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Structuring. The shape and layout of frames on a page follow the need for 
structure; frames are mostly rectangular or square to allow for a neat structure in a 
series.  
Expressive. Groensteen's opinion is that a frame ‘can connote or index the 
image that it encloses. It can go so far as to instruct the reader on what must be 
read.’ (2007: 49-50) Paraphrasing, frames exert influence on the interpretation of 
content in their particular contexts. This is particularly apparent for comics with 
highly varied and elaborated Frame art. 
Readerly. A panel's primary function is to be read, and the frame delimits 
to the reader that there is something to be deciphered within the panel. The 
readerly function suggests to the readers that the content is meaningful.  
These six functions are not standalone; they are after all the different 
functions a frame of a panel has. These functions, when considered in context to 
metafunctions in SFL, seem to fall under both Modal and Compositional; the 
Readerly, Expressive and Rhythmic are largely concerned with reader 
engagement (Modal) while Closure, Separative and Structuring deal with the 
composition of the page (Compositional). To further discuss functions of a frame, 
it seems imperative to decide which analytical level frames occupy. In the 
beginning of this chapter I posited that the Work refers to one page of the comic 
while an episode is a single panel. It is tempting to classify the Frame as a part of 
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the panel and hence at the level of Member. Yet the Frame appears to not only be 
a graphical part of the panel; it seems to pre-exist the panel. The Frame is a 
consistent necessary component with fixed meanings pertaining to the Modal and 
Compositional metafunction. Conversely, content of a panel carry more (but not 
only) Representational weight. Additionally, frames and panels are not separable; 
a panel must be framed and a frame has meaning only when it contains 
something. Since the two are co-dependent, it may be prudent to conflate Frame 
and Panel at the Episode level.  
In light of this, an adequate analytical framework for the structural aspect 
of comics must take into consideration at least both the Modal and Compositional 
metafunction. To understand comics from a semiotic viewpoint, we must 
acknowledge every component including and especially the structural features as 
the form, on the outset, the defining features of what the medium of ‘comics’ 
entail. While content of panels vary from panel to panel, and comic to comic, there 





5 Panel Transitions 
In the previous chapter I expounded on the make-up of a comic book page 
by studying the elements and their configuration. From this chapter, I will explore 
elements that occur across comic types: both comic strips and books. The first 
element I will explore is panel transitions. ‘Panel transition’ in this thesis refers to 
the process of moving from one panel to the next. All comics are necessarily made 
up of multiple panels, it makes sense then, to understand how panels work 
together to produce a meaningful sequence.  
Raised in the methodology section, McCloud's (1993) six transition relations 
(TR) provide a very good basic model of the relationship between panels. The six 
relations are (i) moment-to-moment, (ii) action-to-action, (iii) subject-to-subject, 
(iv) scene-to-scene, (v) aspect-to-aspect, and (vi) non-sequitur. Based on this 
model I will first illustrate with examples from my dataset since the examples in 




Figure 5-1 Transition Relations. Taken from McCloud (1993: 74). ©Copyright Scott McCloud 
5.1.1 McCloud's (1993) Six Transition Relations  
5.1.1.1 Moment-to-Moment  
The moment-to-moment transition relation involves two panels temporally 
close and almost merely moments apart. According to McCloud (1993), such 
panels require very little Closure (1993: 74). Closure refers to ‘The phenomenon of 
observing the parts but perceiving the whole’ (McCloud 1993: 63). Paraphrasing, 
for comics, it refers to rendering two juxtaposed panels meaningful and related. 
Panels that are categorized as moment-to-moment are similar graphically and 
conceptually to each other, and hence require less effort in forming a meaningful 
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linkage between them. Conversely, seemingly non-sequitur panels require more 
reader effort in achieving closure. 
Figure 5-2 shows three panels from Shortcomings, which can be construed 
as the best example of moment-to-moment transition relation.  
 
Figure 5-2 Shortcomings (2007: 36). © Copyright Adrian Tomine. 
These three panels are graphically identical. Yet in comic convention, 
individual panels are interpreted as representing different moments in time. Such 
an assumption preexists McCloud's Moment-to-moment generalization. Therefore 
in these three panels, readers interpret them as snippets of the parking lot scene 
taken at different moments in time and not artist error. Such a device has an 
implication on the timeline in this narrative – for these three panels worth of time, 
there has been no change in the parking lot. In fact, beyond these three panels, 
Tomine continues the narrative with two more identical panels and only insert a 




Figure 5-3 Shortcomings (2007:37). © Copyright Adrian Tomine. 
This sequence of six panels in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 consists of five 
identical panels and one with a slight change from the appearance of a human 
figure. The six panels convey a passage of time. The preceding panels represent 
the character Ben sending his girlfriend to the airport and in the sixth panel above 
he returns to the parking lot from the airport. Based on the depiction of his 
actions, readers will interpret the five identical frames to represent the time period 
it took Ben to walk to and fro the airport. Pertaining to the portrayal of time in this 
example, time is fluid and relative to the readers' own perception and experience.  
The above example from Shortcomings is arguably one of the best examples 
of moment-to-moment transition relation. The temporal aspect is evidently a 
crucial feature of comics; one distinction between comics and a series of painting 
is the assumption of the passage of time. In order to convey a narrative, a panel 
cannot be temporally static. This then becomes a crucial question to be explored 
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later in this thesis – how is time conveyed and how does that inform multi-
semiotic studies? 
5.1.1.2 Action-to-Action  
McCloud (1993) states that an action-to-action transition relation features a 
single subject progressing in action. Ingulsrud and Allen (2009) noted that based 
on survey and questionnaire, respondents have difficulty distinguishing mction-
to-action transition relation and moment-to-moment transition relation. Since 
action must occur across moments, two panels with only performance of action as 
the difference can be construed as moment-to-moment. McCloud emphasizes in 
describing Action-to-action the involvement of a single subject performing some 
kind of action. His fictitious examples (refer to Figure 5-1 ) show a man figure 
swinging a bat. Comparatively, his example for moment-to-moment transition 
relation involves a woman blinking. The difference between the two are not 
articulated which probably is the cause of inability to clearly distinct the two types 




Figure 5-4 Shortcomings (2007: 37). © Copyright Adrian Tomine. 
In Panel A, the subject Ben is seen to be drinking from a cup of coffee, and 
in Panel B, he lowers the cup, and in C, he empties the cup. The transition relation 
among these three panels can be construed as both action-to-action and moment-
to-moment. What McCloud needs to explain is the threshold of what constitutes 
an action. In this example, is the subject's displacement of the cup considered 
action? Apart from Shortcomings, I draw another example from Dear Boys.  
 
Figure 5-5 Dear Boys (2003: 7). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami.  
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In this series of four panels, the subject is seen to be performing four acts – 
washing, brushing, frying and drinking respectively (R-to-L from A to D). Each of 
these acts consists of multiple actions in real life, and concurrently, each panel 
depict only one singular moment of each act. Reiterating, by distilling one panel 
from an action that is essentially performed over several moments, most panel 
transition relations can be construed as moment-to-moment. In the Dear Boys 
example, a moment is distilled from the series of actions performed by the subject. 
The action process, for example moving the toothbrush up and down the teeth, 
are not made obvious as the cup lowering in Shortcomings. If action-to-action 
transition relation has to capture movement, then there may exist very few 
instances of ‘pure’ Action-to-action relations. The crux of this problem remains at 
the issue of Time and the timeline in comics.  
5.1.1.3 Subject-to-Subject  
This third type of relation transits between subjects, ‘while staying within a 
scene or idea’ (McCloud 1993: 71). He also highlighted that readers need to be 
involved in order to make the transition meaningful. Subject, in his framework, 
corresponds largely to Figures and Members in this thesis. The following 




Figure 5-6 KSDO (2007: 26). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
In these three panels from KSDO, we see a transition form a general scene 
formed by two figures to Panel B which shows only their hands (member) and 
then in Panel C, a pair of eyes (member). This example shows both Figure-to-
Member and Member-to-Member subject-to-subject relations. The panels below 
show another type of subject-to-subject relation – Figure-to-Figure.  
 
Figure 5-7 Spiderman (2009: 14). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
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These Spiderman panels show a transition from Spiderman (Figure) to the 
villain (Figure) and lastly back to a scene panel that encompasses the both of 
them. In the three main kinds of subject-to-subject relations, it appears that there 
must be a scene panel that contextualizes the figures and member, before and/or 
after these subject-to-subject transition relation panels, as seen in Panels A of 
KSDO and C of Spiderman. Such arrangements converge with what McCloud 
(1993) highlights about readers making connection – scene panels help 
contextualize these detail panels. 
5.1.1.4 Scene-to-Scene  
Scene-to-scene transition transports readers across ‘significant distances of 
time and space’ (McCloud 1993: 71). This transition relation is seemingly 
straightforward based on the examples McCloud (1993) provides. The following 
are two adjacent panels from Shortcomings. 
 
Figure 5-8Shortcomings (2007: 27). © Copyright Adrian Tomine. 
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Panel A can be considered the final panel of a series of those preceding it 
while Panel B is the initial panel of another series of actions. Between Panel A and 
B, the transition seems to be scene-to-scene. In Panel A, Ben and Alice are in a 
church, a setting expounded in preceding panels. In Panel B, readers are 
transported to a kitchen, recognizable by the common elements of a kitchen. This 
shift in location over a large distance makes the transition relation between panels 
A and B scene-to-scene. Pertaining to the time continuum based on the narrative, 
Panel B occurs not too long after the events in Panel A. The speech balloon on the 
right belongs to Alice, who thanks Ben for accompanying her to the wedding 
ceremony that took place in the sequence of panels before Panel A. The amount of 
time that transpired between panels A and B is usually larger than the previously 
mentioned transition relations (action-to-action, moment-to-moment, and subject-
to-subject).  





Figure 5-9 Wonder Woman (1995: 16). © Copyright DC Comics. 
The panels in Figure 5-9 consist of flashback panels A through C. Panels D 
and E are set in the current time of the ongoing narrative, where Wonder 
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Woman's mother, Hippolyta, tells the story of what transpired in the time Wonder 
Woman was gone. Paying attention to Panels D and E, the dialogue very overtly 
highlight that the mayhem occurred ten years ago (underlined). Therefore, readers 
must understand that the transition between panel C and D crosses a period of ten 
years constituting a flashback.  
 
Figure 5-10 Wonder Woman (1995: 101). © Copyright DC Comics. 
Another example consists of only one panel. It is written in the text box 
(circled above) that the duration of one week has passed since the previous panel. 
This overt announcement is similar to the fictional example McCloud (1993) 
raised.  
The examples in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 suggest that more significant 
time transition is likely to be marked verbally. Time in comics is relatively harder 
to portray unlike a scene which can be visually represented. Of course, there can 
be situations where time is graphically and symbolically represented, for example 
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through a clock, or rising of the sun. Aside for these special cases, it remains that 
time is a concept that requires further exploration.  
5.1.1.5 Aspect-to-Aspect  
This transition relation provides different views of a place, idea or mood. 
The panels that fall under this transition relation type collectively give more 
details or suggestions of what the artist wants to convey. McCloud (1993) 
highlights that in aspect-to-aspect transitions, time continuum across panels is 
disregarded as there is no narrative progression. To compare this with prose 
literature, aspect-to-aspect panels resemble descriptive paragraphs. Therefore, in 
order for readers to understand these panels, they must first recognize that these 
serve to be descriptive. McCloud (1993)'s survey shows that Japanese manga make 
use of aspect-to-aspect transition relation more than American comics. He reasons 
that Japanese mangas tend to be standalone volumes, which gives them more 
room for setting up a scene. From my dataset, there is a series of 11 consecutive 
panels from KSDO that can be classified as aspect-to-aspect. These 11 panels span 




Figure 5-11 KSDO (2007: 30-31). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
 
 
Figure 5-12 KSDO (2007: 32-33). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
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The overarching mood and idea of these 14 panels relates to admiration of 
the piano skills of the two male figures. In Panel A, a close up of the hands set the 
scene of piano playing. In Panel B, readers are quickly diverted to an emotional 
expression on the female figure, Inori. Panels D and E again bring attention to the 
male figures before shifting to a wide-angle overview in Panel F and subsequently 
zooming in on Inori again. Such multiple angles can serve to convey mood. The 
same trend in perspective shifts continue in panels H to J (Panel H spans across 
two pages). Panels I to K are not included in this series of aspect-to-aspect 
transition because they seem to return to the original narrative flow. This 
sequence of panels has not progressed the plot temporally; rather, it conveys 
Inori's reaction to the music.  
5.1.1.6 Non-sequitur (NS) 
The final type of TRANSITION RELATION is non-sequitur where the two 
adjacent panels have no apparent relationship. McCloud (1993) highlights that 
there seems to be no true NS panels because premised on them being adjacent in 
one deliberate work of comic art, there must exist some relevance. Readers 
approaching these panels will find meaning in them. McCloud's (1993) conception 
of NS relations is arguably extreme; it is difficult to find examples in 
contemporary popular comics.  
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Summing up, I have provided examples for five of the six transition 
relations. Distilling the main discussion, the concept of Time continuity in comics 
seem worthy of further exploration. I have defined in Section 1.1 the parameters of 
comics in this thesis as comprising of narrative. Since Time is an important factor 
in a narrative, the concept of Time must be discussed for comics. Another 
pertinent issue is how readers form such connections between panels. The 
transition relations explain, from a more global level the link between adjacent 
panels. At a detailed level, it is beneficial to understand how cohesion is achieved 
from panel to panel. For this, Lim (2007)'s chapter raises two additional visual 
systems – Associating Elements (AE) and Visual Linking Devices (VLD). 
5.1.2 AE and VLD 
Lim (2002) juxtaposed Martin (1992)'s framework of discourse systems with 
his own visual system . Error! Reference source not found. is a reproduction of 
Error! Reference source not found.. 
Table 5-1 Systems on the Discourse Semantic Stratum. Taken from Lim (2002: 62). 
Metafunction Discourse Systems Visual Systems 
Ideational IDEATION: 
Taxonomic Relations: 
Superordination and Composition 
















Visual Linking Device 
Logical CONJUNCTION: 
Paratactic  
Hypotactic logic semantic relations 
VISUAL TAXIS: 
Transition Relations 
On the left column are Halliday's Three Metafunctions – the Ideational, 
Interpersonal, Textual, and Logical (part of Ideational). In the middle is Martin's 
discourse system and on the left is the visual equivalent of these systems. AE, at 
the level of visual taxonomy, pertains largely to a visual item representing, or 
associating to a concept or idea. Lim’s (2007) example is that of a cereal box 
representing a larger idea of breakfast. AE depend on real-life associations and are 
directly linked to readers' culture and knowledge. At the level of Visual Reference, 
VLD serve to link picture to picture providing cohesion to the text. VLD are 
usually recurring backdrops, characters, or even objects. They generally facilitate a 
seamless progression through the narrative. The example Lim (2007) provided is 
that of the main character of the narrative, which is shown in every panel of the 
sequence of pictures.  
At the level of visual configuration, Lim (2007) highlights that ‘it focuses on 
the emergence of a narrative structure or the emergent narrative with the reading 
of a series of pictures through the system known as ‘Flow’ (2007: 202). Flow in 
pictorial narratives determines how readers engage with the text; a text with 
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devices to link it cohesively has better Flow. In Lim's paper AE and VLD are two 
elements that determine the Flow of a visual narrative. Earlier in this chapter, I 
focused on how panels progress in terms of McCloud's (1993) transition relations. 
Lim (2002) considers these TR as types of Visual Taxis.  
These analytical systems can adequately describe the various levels of 
elements in comics, but it seems they fail to consider comics as being time-bound. 
I opine that comics are time-bound in the sense that every panel occupies a certain 
amount of time on the timeline of the narrative. This differs from traditional 
media such as written prose; the manifestation of words on a page does not 
directly interfere with the timeline of the narrative they describe. In comics, the 
visual directly affects the time continuum of the narrative. Several components 
affect the amount of time each panel has depending on the artist's purpose.  As 
raised in the previous chapter, time is segmented through page configuration. 
With reference to Figure 4-10 in Section 4.1.2, it seems that time can be ‘stretched’. 
By segmenting what is instantaneous (the fall) in real life, the artist is able 
to stretch the narrative time as readers will pay attention to each individual 
panels. This is a very good example on how the physical configuration of panels 
affects the notion of time in this narrative. If we were to apply McCloud's (1993) 
classification of transition relations to these 8 panels, it appears that it is a 
combination of moment-to-moment (Panels E to H) and subject-to-subject (Panels 
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A to E). That example shows a short moment being stretched visually over several 
moments and perspectives.  
Likewise, to rehash the example from Dear Boys previously presented:  
 
Figure 5-13 Dear Boys (2003: 7). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami. 
As mentioned, these four panels extract critical frames from the character's 
morning ritual. Each panel contains identifiable AE such as the toothbrush and 
hair-dryer to form a coherent picture to suggest the character performing his 
morning ritual. Contrary to the Wonder Woman panels in Figure 4-10, these panels 
condense time by pinpointing single moments within the period of time it takes to 
perform these activities. In doing so, the time elapsed between panels are 
comparative greater. In this example, the TR are Action-to-action, which is 
expected because given a finite set of frames, it may be more time-effective to 
portray action for plot progression (dependent on the genre and artists’ choice).  
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To consider panels on a time continuum of the narrative, another 
phenomenon is how time can be ‘skipped’. McCloud's (1993) CtC largely involves 
skipping across time and space. Such treatment of time is not unique to comics, 
but can be present in any kind of storytelling; only important information and 
events are foregrounded on most accounts. As McCloud (1993) highlights, 
skipping across large spaces of time and space requires readers to make a 
connection for themselves. VLD is crucial in these panels in examples where the 
main character recurs in the following panel. Similarly, I rehash Tomine's 
Shortcomings:  
 
Figure 5-14 Shortcomings (2007: 27). © Copyright Adrian Tomine. 
In these panels, Ben, the character, is the VLD that cohesively bind the 
panels together. Between panels A and B there is a large shift in time and space. 
The Figure Ben acts at the VLD between the two panels, despite the shift in time 
and space.   
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The last treatment of time within these six TR is the freezing of time, or 
disregard for time. As raised in the segment on PtP transitions, in order to provide 
different perspectives of the same scene or idea, the narrative time continuum is 
disregarded. In portraying a certain scene or idea, the elements of the panels must 
all belong to that scene. For example, if the artist wishes to show a scene at the 
beach, the elements must all be related, so AE will be prominent in such cases. If it 
were a mood or idea that is to be portrayed, AE may not be included. This is when 
readers have to make the connection among the elements. This is also another 
reason why it is improbable to find true NS panels because readers will interpret 
panels with the assumption they are logically related.  
Consolidating the above discussion on the treatment of time vis-a-vis 
McCloud's TR, there seems to be certain correspondences summarized in the table 
below: 
Table 5-2 Effect of Transition Relations on Time in comics. 
Transition Relation Effect on Time  
Moment-to-Moment Elongation of timeline 
Subject-to-Subject 
Action-to-Action Shortening of timeline 
Scene-to-Scene Large jumps in timeline 
Aspect-to-Aspect Freezing of time progression 
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Non-sequitur N.A.  
 
There are four aspects of Time that can occur within comics, particularly 
comic books, and these aspects seek to be incorporated into a system of studying 
comics. The concept of time, in narratives, is at present not addressed in any SFL 
studies. The above discussion show that time is captured in the representational 
content of a comic panel, but at the same time requiring reader engagement 
without which there is no perceiver of time. Juxtaposing comics with static visual 
art such as paintings, comics have an additional component of time progression. 
To extract a panel from comics for analysis is akin to extracting a still frame from 
film; the context in which they occur must not be disregarded. In SFL studies, 
there is no adequate analytical framework to capture such dynamics.  
As I have shown above, Time is signaled in comics by visual and verbal 
resources. However, unlike these resources, there is no direct relationship 
between the overt measurable aspects of comics, such as panel size, and the 
amount of time they represent. Rather, they are relative in accordance to reader 
expectation and perception. Through the various ways panels transit, Time will be 
perceived differently by the readers. This suggests that Time is largely governed 
by the Interpersonal metafunction. To complicate matters, Time encapsulated in 
the narrative as well as the structural aspects of comics explored in this chapter. A 
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worthwhile consideration is how artists are able to make use of visual alongside 
the more traditional verbal resources to express the different passage of Time. 
These resources may not be restricted to the comic medium alone (they could 
apply to the filmic medium), but it can be said most, if not all, comics make use of 
them. Comic books, in particular, due to them being composed of an extended 
narrative, will contain more devices of Time passage compared to a comic strip 




6 Verbal elements 
In Chapters 4 and 5 I have shown the structural aspects of comics and they 
influence reading patterns. In this chapter, I will present the analysis of two 
primary verbal elements in comics, (a) speech balloons, and (b) onomatopoeia. 
These two elements are arguably unique to comics; speech and thought balloons 
represent the utterances and thoughts of characters, and onomatopoeia functions 
like a visual ‘soundtrack’ (Khordoc 2001). The two elements essentially provide 
aural information for an otherwise only visual publication. In order to do so they 
must be encoded visually, and this ‘encoding’ is the crux of this chapter. 
6.1 Speech Balloons 
While not all comics contain text, those that do, necessarily make use of 
speech balloons. Speech balloons and thought balloons are two main ways 
characters’ ‘voices’ occur in comics. The former captures what characters utter, 
and the latter captures characters’ thoughts. It is interesting that the use of thought 
balloons can render a character’s thoughts visible and understandable. It is also 
possible for a narrator’s voice to be captured in balloons in the form of rectangular 
boxes that may be anchored to the top or bottom of a panel. However, in this 
section I will only deal with balloons of utterance and thought.  
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Khordoc (2001: 160) suggests that the positions of balloons in a panel carry 
information and that ‘positioning follows the linear direction in which we read’. 
According to her chapter, there are two requirements to be met:  
1) The balloon that is read first in the panel must also be what is  
logically the initial utterance in a conversation. 
2) The character speaking first (and whose speech balloon is in the left 
side of the panel) cannot appear in the right side of the panel. (Khordoc 2001: 
160) 
The two requirements dictate how figures and the speech balloons are 
placed in a panel. In the following example, a horizontal panel from Spiderman, 
we can consider how conversation turns work in light of Khordoc’s (2001) 
requirements.  
 
Figure 6-1 Spiderman (2009: 57). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
In Figure 6-1, there are three speakers, the policeman, The Human Torch 
and Spiderman as marked out with X, Y and Z respectively. The conversation 
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turns are annotated Y1 meaning Turn 1 for speaker Y, and Z1 meaning Turn 1 for 
speaker Z, all in sequence. Positionally, we observe that speech balloons indeed 
correspond to the turns in conversation. An adept reader will decode Y1, followed 
by Z1, then Y2, followed by Z2, as follows, rather than reading all the words 
within one balloon by one speaker. The manner in which the balloons are shaped 
and placed interlocked provides a reading path for the readers in order to make 
sense of the conversation. Since character Y, The Human Torch, speaks first in his 
conversation with Character Z, he is portrayed to be sitting on the left side, 
congruent with a left-to-right reading order. Character X’s utterance is not part of 
the ongoing conversation between Y and Z, and I opine that the position of 
Character X is less guided by a speech balloon need, but more influenced by 
perspectives and the scene requirements.  
Pertaining to the speech balloons reflecting conversational turns, Figure 6-2 
is another example from Girls With Slingshots (GWS). 
 
Figure 6-2 Girls With Slingshots (9 October 2010). © Copyright Danielle Corsetto. 
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In this comic strip example, the characters Hazel (left) and Robyn (right) are 
having a conversation. Hazel is the first speaker in all four panels, corresponding 
to her bodily position. What is striking about this strip is in final panel, where 
three conversation turns occur. Hazel starts off a sentence, but she is interrupted 
by Robyn. This is evident in Robyn’s speech balloon physically overlapping 
Hazel’s. While the speech balloons in the other panels exhibit some form of 
overlapping in the borders, this overlap in panel D is much more pronounced. 
Furthermore, Hazel’s sentence is unfinished without any punctuation marks. In 
this respect, the physical overlap of speech balloons signifies a metaphoric 
conversation overlap (in terms of conversation analysis). Again, adept readers will 
be able to decode this overlapping positioning of speech balloons as an intentional 
device to mark an interruption in conversation, and not due to reasons such as 
space constraint. 
As seen from Figure 6-1, one whole speech balloon can be segmented for 
multiple conversation turns by elongating the balloon and interlocking 
corresponding turns from another speaker. We also observe that the words within 
speech balloons following the reading order of worded texts, in this case, left-to-
right for English. Another feature of reading order and speech balloon decoding 
lies in the manner the words are accessed vis-à-vis the tail of the balloon. In Figure 
6-1, the words closest to the tails of the balloons are incidentally also the first turns 
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of conversation. However in the last panel of Figure 6-2, the first turn of 
conversation is not the in the balloon segment closes to the tail, but in the segment 
positionally closest to the top. This corresponds to the left-to-right, top-to-bottom 
reading order of the English Language. Hence the configuration of conversation 
turns is based on overarching reading order, not the proximity to the speaker. 
For Japanese mangas, the reading order is typically right-to-left. This 
reading order is inherited from olden Japanese writing script, where it is written 
vertically from top to bottom, right to left. The words in speech balloons and 
narration balloons in mangas retain this vertical writing system. This writing 
system has a direct implication on how the manga panels are arranged, as 
mentioned in Section 4.1.3. From American English comics, we observe that 
placement of speech balloons indeed correspond to conversation turns. Does this 
apply for Japanese mangas too?  
In the following panels from KSDO, Inori (left in panel A) and Sachiko 
(right in panel A) are having a conversation over lunch. The conversation takes 




Figure 6-3 KSDO (2007: 15). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
There are two speakers and hence two whole speech balloons in Panel B. 
One of the speakers, Sachiko, is not pictured within the panel, but the tail of 
speech balloon A is pointing towards the right side of the panel, presumably 
where Sachiko is seated, as seen in Panel A. In Balloon 1, Sachiko makes a 
comment about the two pianists they encountered earlier and how Inori’s skills 
will never match up. Inori refutes this claim in Balloon B. Both Balloons 1 and 2 
are structurally segmented into two areas, particularly in Balloon 1. Rehashing the 
point on the position of words and the position of the tail of the balloon, it appears 
as though the utterances nearest to the tail are accessed first. Again, this is not a 




Figure 6-4 KSDO (2007: 20). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
In this panel, the two brothers, Daichi (D) and Kari (K) are speaking. D’s 
speech balloon is similar segmented into two areas, and the tail is located towards 
the bottom left corner. In accessing the words, those in the upper right segment 
are decoded first, followed by the bottom left segment. This corresponds to the 
reading order of the Japanese writing system and not based on the position of the 
speech balloon tail. Consequently we see a similarity between American and 
Japanese comics regarding the manner by which speech balloons are decoded; 




The fact that words are accessed in the reading order of the language has a 
bearing on the reading experience. Since the tail of a speech balloon points 
towards the speaker, in order to contextualize what is said, a reader has to 
simultaneously (i) read the words in the balloons according to the reading order 
of the respective languages, and (ii) follow the pointing vector of the tail of the 
balloons to find out who speaks. This means that a comic panel that contains 
balloons cannot be read in a linear order like written text; a reader’s sightline is 
constantly moving between graphics and text to make sense of what is portrayed 
in the panel.  
Another important structural feature of speech balloons is the shape of the 
balloon. While most speech balloons are rectangular or oval in shape, some speech 
balloons may take other shapes. According to Khordoc (2001: 163), ‘the shape and 
color of speech balloons also contribute to the sound effect<’ In other words, the 
shape and color of a speech balloon can provide information on how the verbal 
text within should be ‘heard’ by the readers. Ingulsrud and Allen (2009: 6) also 
corroborate this observation, stating that ‘the shape of the balloons also provide 
pragmatic information indicating the nature and intensity of the message’. In 
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Figure 6-5 below, we see two different speech balloon shapes. 
 
Figure 6-5 Spiderman (2009: 57). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
This panel is from Spiderman. We observe an example of the use of a speech 
balloon of unconventional shape. In this panel, The Torch is exclaiming ‘look out!’ 
to Spiderman. The jagged shape of the balloon for his exclamation is a comic 
convention for loud sounds, common with onomatopoeia. Such shapes are also 
used in character exclamation and shouting. The shape of the balloon can inform a 
reader how to ‘hear’ these words, lending extra information on top of the semantic 
meaning of the words alone. The shape of such speech balloons almost have an 
adverbial function in terms of narration – for example in written narrative it might 
be written that The Torch said loudly.  
This device is seen in Japanese comics as well. The following panels are 
taken from Dear Boys. In these panels, the female teacher is asking the male 




Figure 6-6 Dear Boys (2003: 14). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami. 
The speech balloons containing the teacher’s utterances have a jagged edge 
to signify loudness. It is interesting that even though these two balloons do not 
have very distinct tails, the readers know that they are produced by the teacher. In 
the first panel, we see a wide open mouth, presumably belonging to the teacher, 
and a jagged balloon. The combination of these two informs the readers that the 
teacher is shouting. In Panel B, the perspective draws back and we see that the 
teacher is visibly flustered, congruent with emotions of anxiety and anger. Despite 
not having a tail to deictically inform readers that the utterance originates from 
the teacher, readers make use of contextual cues, particularly identifying the face 
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in Panel A as the teacher’s. This face then forms a Visual Linking Device (VLD) to 
the figure in the second panel.  
In both examples, Spiderman and Dear Boys, we see that the jagged speech 
balloon seems to transcend culture as a reference to loudness.  
Apart from signifying loudness, jagged balloons can carry other meanings. 






Figure 6-7 Wonder Woman (1996: 113). © Copyright DC Comics. 
   




Figure 6-9 Wonder Woman. (1996: 114). © Copyright DC Comics. 
In Figure 6-7, Wonder Woman is depicted to be speaking into the 
microphones at a press conference. In Figure 6-8, we observe a change in the 
shape of the speech balloons, from the typical elliptical shape to those of jagged 
edges. The jagged edge at this juncture looks different from that in Figure 6-5, but 
it could simply be a stylistic issue. The pertinent issue is the change in style from 
Figure 6-7 to Figure 6-8. It is revealed in Figure 6-9 that this depiction of Wonder 
Woman is from a television set. With this context in mind, a reader will decode 
the two speech balloons in Figure 6-8 to be ‘coming out’ from the television set, 
and not from Wonder Woman like a typical utterance. The jagged balloon can 
mean a converted televised voice, one that sounds different from a typical voice.  
In my data, a similar situation in found in KSDO. In the panels below, an 




Figure 6-10 KSDO (2007: 13). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
The speech balloons containing the announcer’s utterances are markedly 
angular, especially when compared to elliptical balloons in Figure 6-3. Similar to 
the Wonder Woman situation, the voice of the announcer in KSDO is put through 
a microphone and is hence amplified, as well as converted with a certain 
synthesized quality. The angular speech balloons seem to capture this voice 
quality difference compared to regular speaking voices. In these panels, the 
angular speech balloons inform readers that the utterances sound different, 
similar to the jagged balloons in the Wonder Woman example.  
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Consolidating the above examples, it appears that the jagged speech 
balloon can signify loudness across comic cultures, but it may also concurrently 
have different meanings when used by different comic artists. Nonetheless, it can 
be argued that the jagged balloon shape is broadly used to show a relatively 
amplified voice. It is also observed in the KSDO example that Japanese comics 
differ between shouting and voice amplification through a microphone.  
In Khordoc’s (2001) chapter, she finds within her data that speech balloons 
need not contain only text and can contain just symbols and icons. From her 
observation, I too found similar speech balloons in my data. The panels below are 
from different pages of Spiderman.  
 




Figure 6-12 Spiderman (2009: 105). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
In Figure 6-11, the nemesis Red Ghost inserts two fingers into his mouth 
and whistles. In his speech balloon, instead of an onomatopoeic word for a 
whistling sound, the artist inserted musical notation symbols to denote a sound of 
some kind. For the readers, these symbols only ‘sound’ like a whistle upon seeing 
the context of Red Ghost doing a whistle stance, i.e., the symbols and context 
work together to show one event. This is similar what is depicted in Figure 6-12. 
In these three panels, The Human Torch figures out that Peter Parker is 
Spiderman. Preceding these three panels, Peter Parker has been trying to convince 
The Torch of his superhero identity, leading to The Human Torch’s seeming 
denial and anger in Panel A. Peter Parker reconfirms his identity in Panel B, 
resulting in The Human Torch’s despondence in Panel C. In Panel C, we observe 
that The Human Torch’s thought balloon is filled with a messy doodle. Coupled 
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with his facial expression, the readers are able to decode that he feels a certain 
sense of disappointment. The messy doodle symbol alone does not carry any 
specific symbolic meaning and can only make sense within a context. Within this 
example, the context is the facial expression of The Human Torch. Consolidating 
the two examples from Spiderman, we see that the use of non-verbal content in 
balloons collaborate with context to provide meaning.  
Another example of symbols residing in speech balloons comes from 
Shortcomings.  
 
Figure 6-13 Shortcomings (2007: 27). © Copyright Adrian Tomine.  
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Prior to these six panels, the protagonist Ben, of Japanese descent, meets 
Alice’s parents, ethnic Koreans, for the first time. In Panel A, Ben greets the 
parents. In Panels B to D, we observe that Korean words reside in the speech 
balloons of an American English comic book. Readers are not expected to 
understand Korean to understand what the panels depict. Clearly, Alice’s parents 
are questioning Ben’s ethnicity, and discussing Ben in the Korean language. In this 
example, their conversation is not meant to be privy to Ben nor the readers in 
order to suggest secrecy. However, from contextual cues of the characters’ stance 
and facial expressions, readers can infer a certain disagreement between Alice and 
her parents. Another interesting point to note is the use of dotted lines in the 
speech balloons in Panels E and F. The setting of this scene is in a church, where 
Ben and Alice attend a wedding. The use of dotted lines suggests low volume 
speaking, or whispering. This is the opposite of the jagged balloons, even though 
dotted lines do not alter the shape of a speech balloon as much. Summing up, we 
see from the above examples that when symbols are used in place of (English) 
words in American comics, readers have to rely on context to understand the 
panels.   
A question arises – do these devices exist in Japanese comics as well? 




Figure 6-14 KSDO (2007: 47). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
In the panel we see that the character Daichi (annotated D) is furnished 
with a speech balloon that contains only the ellipsis marker and a symbol of a 
droplet of water. The ellipsis marker, when used in comics, denotes an awkward 
pause. The water droplet symbol, in Japanese comics particularly, can represent 
various forms of liquid such as rain, tears, and saliva. These liquids can connote 
various moods such as emptiness, anxiety and sexual appetite. (Kentaro 1995, 
from Ingulsrud and Allen 2009) In this particular example, the symbol connotes 
emptiness and a state of awkward silence. Apart from being attached to the figure 
itself, these water droplet symbols can appear within speech balloons, as seen in 
Figure 6-14 above. The presence of this water droplet adds on meaning to the 
ellipsis marker. The combination of the two non-verbal elements suggests a 
certain awkward speechless moment for Daichi. These two symbols already have 
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established fixed meaning in Japanese manga and anime literature, and they serve 
to add on or change meaning.  
The following panel is from Dear Boys. In this panel, Aikawa is skipping 
and visibly happy.  
 
Figure 6-15 Dear Boys (2003: 66). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami. 
In the speech balloon we too find a musical notation symbol, not unlike the 
one seen in Spiderman (Figure 6-11). However, in this speech balloon, the symbol 
is tagged on to Aikawa’s declaration of a wonderful morning. By attaching the 
musical symbol, a reader is able to ‘hear’ this declaration as being performed in a 
sing-song manner, further showing his happiness. Again, this is a case of a symbol 
adding on to meaning of words. Arguably, this is somewhat similar to the 
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Spiderman example in that the musical notation symbol does not inherently imply 
and upbeat tune for Aikawa’s words; readers have to first perceive his happiness 
through the graphics, and interpret his words based on that. It is contentious if the 
musical symbol has acquired fixed meaning in Japanese comics, like the ellipsis 
markers and droplet symbol. If yes, one can argue that whenever a music symbol 
is used it implies a happy song. If not, arguably the music symbol is borrowed 
lexicon from Western musicology and does not reside in the same group as manga 
and anime –specific symbols. 
In this section, I have shown that American and Japanese comics’ use of 
symbols in speech balloons and dependence on context to decode these symbols. 
Consolidating the observations made on speech balloons in American and 
Japanese comics regarding the placement, shape and content of these balloons, 
how do these features fit into a multi-semiotic study of comics?  
Speech balloons appear to exist at the juncture between text and image 
being made up of both semiotic resources. The textual and visual aspects are 
symbiotic; the textual relies on the balloon (visual) as a frame and deictic device 
while the visual relies on the text, and symbols, as content (there cannot exist an 
empty balloon). To understand how readers decode a balloon in a comic panel, it 
is important to consider what the obligatory elements in a balloon are. As 
abovementioned, all speech and thought balloons must have a deictic vector 
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angled towards the speaker/thinker. Without this vector, readers are likely to be 
unable to attribute ownership in a panel involving more than one speaker. The 
deictic vector (tail) of a balloon forms the link between image and text within a 
panel. The tails are understood to be deictic and entail the meaning of ‘spoken by’ 
or ‘thought by’. These meanings are static, forming a part of comic conventions. 
The shape of a balloon is also part of this learned vocabulary. Shapes of balloons 
have more or less fixed meaning, some more salient than others and even across 
cultures.  
Another obligatory feature is content – either in words or symbols, as 
pointed out above. Minimally speaking, these two features are necessary. In fact, 
the elliptical border of a typical speech balloon can be omitted (except in cases 
where shape is pertinent to interpretation), provided that a deictic vector exists 
and there is space for the verbal or symbolic content. These obligatory elements 
constitute what a reader requires to decode a balloon within a panel. The idea of 
‘obligatory elements’ suggests that experienced readers have expectations that a 
balloon contains something. Such expectancy falls under the notion of 
conventions. Comic literacy depends on familiarity with a particular set of 
conventions in the genre, and balloons are one of them. From a reader’s 
perspective, decoding a speech balloon involves several main processes: (i) using 
the deictic vector to identify the source, (ii) figuring out the reading order based 
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on culture (for multi-segment balloons), (iii) reading and interpreting the content 
and shape, and (iv) situating the speech balloon in the narrative. Each of these 
processes entails various other smaller processes not detailed above. These main 
processes contribute to comic literacy, particularly image-text literacy within 
comics. Juxtaposing these processes with the SFL metafunction approach, we see 
several coincidences summarized in the table below: 
Table 6-1 Summary of processes involved in speech balloon processing. 
Process Metafunction 
(i) Identification of source of speaker INTERPERSONAL, IDEATIONAL 
(ii) Establishing reading order INTERPERSONAL  
(iii) Interpretation of shape and 
content 
IDEATIONAL/REPRESENTATIONAL 
(iv) Contextualization in 
overarching narrative 
TEXTUAL/COMPOSITIONAL 
In (i), as stated above, the deictic tail has a fixed meaning of ‘spoken by’ or 
‘thought by’. This fulfils the Ideational metafunction. Concurrently, deixis directs 
the reader’s gaze away from the balloon to a particular figure in the panel, 
fulfilling the Interpersonal metafunction. In (ii), the reading order is established by 
the reader based on cultural convention. In (iii), the process deals with the content, 
which is essentially verbal or symbolic and hence Ideational. As posited, the shape 
of a balloon is part of a learned comic vocabulary and is hence symbolic in a sense. 
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Lastly, for (iv), contextualization of a balloon and its content fulfils the Textual 
metafunction of consolidating a work as a whole, in this case, the narrative.  
In summary, from the reader’s perspective, several processes take place in 
decoding a balloon in a comic panel.  
6.2 Onomatopoeia 
Petersen (2007: 508) observed that ‘even a casual comparison between 
United States comics and Japanese manga clearly shows that sound in manga is 
far more prevalent and with a greater range and variety than is found in U.S. 
comics’. His paper argues that due to the wealth of onomatopoeia in Japanese 
mangas, translation to another language is challenging. While his observation is 
not based on empirical evidence but his experience in reading comics from both 
traditions, it corroborates with a great portion of my data. Additionally, since my 
data consists of mixed genres of comic books such as superhero comics and 
schoolyard love stories, sound effects in American English comics come mostly in 
dynamic fighting scenes involving loud noises while onomatopoeia in Japanese 
mangas can come from mundane activities like eating. In this segment I will show 





Figure 6-16 Spiderman (2009: 19). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
 
Figure 6-17 Spiderman (2009: 20). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
 
Figure 6-18 Wonder Woman (1996: 25). © Copyright DC Comics. 
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In Figure 6-16, the word ‘krakkk’ conveys the sound of ice cracking. In the 
second panel, the words ‘boom’ and ‘pow’ convey gunshot sounds. In both 
instances, we observe that the lettering style of these onomatopoeic words is 
different from that of the words in balloons. Furthermore, in Figure 6-16, it 
appears that the word is colored to match the color of the ice. Eisner (1985: 10-12) 
suggest that lettering, or the font, of words can be treated graphically in such 
cases, and serve to convey certain emotions as well. Suppose the lettering in 
‘krakkk’ is considered an image, it parallels the form and color of the ice in the 
panel, thereby having an additive meaning. This is a case of Homospatiality, 
which refers to ‘a type of spatial parallelism between language and pictures on the 
expression plane’ (Liu and O’Halloran 2009). The graphic occupies the same space 
as the onomatopoeic word ‘krakkk’ and adds on deictic meaning to the word by 
relating it to the block of ice in the panel.  
Figure 6-18 is a panel from Wonder Woman, depicting arrows hitting their 
targets. Two different onomatopoeias are seen, ‘thuwk’ and ‘thkrak’ respectively. 
For both these words, a quaint feature is additional short lines surrounding the 
border of the words, as annotated. These lines are not mere decoration; they serve 
to suggest vibration as the arrow flies through the air and hits the target. In real 
life, we cannot perceive vibration of air, not visually nor aurally. The lines in these 
onomatopoeias render such invisible phenomenon visible for the readers. In this 
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case, the lines are not a visual representation of sound, but a phenomenon 
accompanying the action of a flying arrow. Generally, lines like those in Figure 6-
18 have a certain fixed meaning in the discourse of comics related to vibration. 
This fixed meaning is accessible to experience readers, who can interpret these 
lines and incorporate the meaning it entails into their comic reading experience 
with an added dimension of meaning. Within one space, we have three layers of 
meanings – the sound represented by the onomatopoeic word, the shape and color 
of the word, and the lines representing vibration. They collaboratively recreate a 
scenario of quick flying arrow for the readers.  
Comparatively, as Petersen (2007) notes, onomatopoeias in Japanese manga 
are more varied and common. In Figure 6-19 below, which is the same two panels 
in Figure 6-3, we see the insertion of onomatopoeia in the panel. 
 
Figure 6-19 KSDO (2007: 15). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
As mentioned, Sachiko (right) and Inori (left) are eating and having a 
conversation. Referring to the circled words in Figure 6-19, these onomatopoeic 
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words unrelated to the conversation content can be Romanized as ‘ufuru ufuru 
ufuru’, which is a conventional onomatopoeia to represent giggling in Japanese. 
These words are written in smaller sizes and are nondescript, compared to the 
angular prominent script in the Spiderman examples. These onomatopoeias are 
written in the hiragana script of the Japanese language. Petersen (2007: 587) writes 
that ‘hiragana is most often employed to suggest internal noises that are sensual 
and of a personal nature, such as chewing, breathing and the sound of the heart 
beats, whereas katagana is used to suggest the harsher external world of sound 
that bombard us’. In other words, we can expect to find two types of 
onomatopoeia scripts in Japanese to represent two kinds of sounds. In the KSDO 
example, giggling is arguably an ‘internal’ personal sound, hence it is in hiragana. 
In the following panels in Figure 6-20 we see an example of ‘external’ sounds 




Figure 6-20 Dear Boys (2003: 144). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami. 
The onomatopoeic words in these three panels are written in the katakana 
script. In Panel A, it represents ‘pashii’, in Panel B, ‘bishuuu’ and in Panel C, 
‘baashii’. All three sounds consist of the sibilant /∫/ sound. We can consider the 
sibilant similar to the word-final sibilant in a similar English onomatopoeic word, 
‘whoosh’. Such sounds tend to be associated with an object travelling through air 
quickly, as in this example, the basketball being passed between players. The 
sound of a ball moving through the air is not normally loud enough to be heard, 
but the inclusion of these onomatopoeias allows readers to perceive it as fast 
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moving. Contrasting these katakana onomatopoeias and those in hiragana in 
KSDO, such katakana ‘external’ onomatopoeias are more prominent in size and 
layering; they are larger and they are layered on top of the main graphics.  As an 
orthographic script, katakana has strokes made up of harsher straight lines 
compared to hiragana, hence stylistically, as graphics, these words fit in with the 
action. Petersen (2007: 587) highlights that ‘katagana characters become abstract 
shapes that break the composition and visual complexity without disrupting the 
overall visual effect of the action’.  
Between these two types of onomatopoeias, katakana sounds are more 
similar to the onomatopoeias used in American English comics, detailing loud 
external noises. However, since mangas are printed monochromatic, the element 
of color is not available as a semiotic resource. Also, the shapes of Japanese 
onomatopoeic words aren’t as stylized as English words. All hiragana internal 
sounds retain their font type across panels within a book, and katakana sounds 
usually only vary in size. Comparatively, English onomatopoeia can vary in font 
type, size and color across different panels to invoke different meanings.  
In general, onomatopoeias are first verbal then visual in comics. The 
primary function is to convey sounds in a non-aural medium, converting sound 
into text. This adds an additional aural dimension to comics, rendering it multi-
semiotic. On top of that, certain onomatopoeias, particularly in English, can be 
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highly stylized and graphical, with varied text shape, size and color. These 
features can be exploited to convey mood and intensity. Like balloons, 
onomatopoeias are part of a panel. In decoding an onomatopoeic word, a reader 
has to (i) sound out the onomatopoeia (i.e. ‘hear’ the sound) and (ii) access the 
possible additional meaning encoded through the graphic features. Similarly, I 
juxtapose these processes with the SFL framework, shown in Table 6-3 below: 
Table 6-2 Summary of processes involved in onomatopoeia processing. 
Process Metafunction 
(i) Sounding out the onomatopoeia  IDEATIONAL 
(ii) Accessing additional graphic 
features 
INTERPERSONAL 
In (i), readers have to read the words and be able to ‘hear’ it in their mind. 
This process involves language-specific convention of relating sounds to words.  
In (ii), as mentioned above, onomatopoeia can have a variety of shapes, colors and 
additional features that convey certain meanings to the readers. These graphic 
features have an Interpersonal function. For example, as seen in Figure 6-20, the 
angular jaggedness of the stylized katakana words coincides with the other harsh 
lines in the panel, creating a cohesive picture that converge the readers’ attention, 
rendering such devices to fall under the Interpersonal metafunction.  
Consolidating discussion on balloon and onomatopoeias in comics, we see 
that they are often more than pure verbal content. In this section I have shown 
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various ways additional meaning can be added to verbal content in comics and I 





7 Gesture, Posture and Gaze 
The previous three chapters dealt with the structure of comics in terms of 
page configuration, panel transitions, and the in-panel element of verbal elements. 
In this chapter, we focus on another in-panel element – the visual elements of 
gesture, posture and gaze of characters in comics. It is safe to claim that all comics 
involve one or more animate characters, be it a person, an animal or even an 
animated plant or machine. With animated characters, the manner they ‘move’ 
and interact with the comic space can influence how comics are decoded. For our 
purpose, these characters occur at the analytical level of Figure.  
Gestures and posture of Figures in comics are important as they mirror that 
of real life interaction, which are multimodal in nature consisting of more that the 
articulated speech but also what is commonly regarded as Non-Verbal 
Communication. Eisner (1985: 103) notes that ‘in comics, body posture and gesture 
occupy a position of primacy over text’. In his opinion differences in visual 
posture of a character will affect the way a reader perceives the emotions 
conveyed; in that sense, the visual precedes the verbal. In comparing comics to 
written prose, comics have the ability to cast characters' emotions and stance in 
visual language which would be otherwise portrayed using descriptive text. 
Comics, like real-life interaction, are multi-semiotic in creating meaning from 
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different resources. Therefore, the visual language in comics is one component 
that must be addressed in forming a comprehensive study.  
7.1 Non-verbal Communication 
Non-verbal communication largely refers to ‘messages that people 
exchange beyond the words themselves’ (Burgoon et al. 1996: 10). In the field of 
non-verbal communications research, some researchers (e.g. Burgoon et al. 1996, 
Hecht et al. 1999) distinguish non-verbal behavior and non-verbal communication. 
Non-verbal behavior includes all behavioral responses such as blinking and 
shrugging. Non-verbal communication is a subset of non-verbal behavior and it 
refers to both voluntary and involuntary actions in communication between two 
or more parties which may be received and interpreted, or not. Paraphrasing, non-
verbal communication consists of bodily clues both intentional or not that may or 
may not be construed as meaningful by recipient. In the context of comics, which 
are fictional products, all non-verbal cues portrayed are deliberately chosen by the 
artist to convey certain messages. These non-verbal cues can have two recipients; 
the readers as well as other characters in the narrative that is in the 
communicative range.  
Non-verbal communication is also culturally specific. According to 
Guerrero and Floyd (2006: 31), ‘most nonverbal behaviors do not have inherent 
meanings but, instead, acquire their meanings through social consensus.’ Burgoon 
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and Newton (1991: 96) theorized that some nonverbal behaviors ‘comprise a 
socially shared vocabulary of relational communication’. Therefore, non-verbal 
cues can largely only be understood vis-à-vis cultural conventions. This is one 
primary reason why we can expect differences between the non-verbal cues used 
in American and Japanese comics. However, there are arguably universals in non-
verbal cues that may be biologically configured. Such a discussion expands 
beyond the scope of this thesis. For our purpose, non-verbal communications in 
comics comprise of largely facial expressions, posture and gestures.  
7.2 Facial Expressions 
Emotions can be externalized through facial expressions. In comics, artists 
can choose to feature a ‘close up’ on a character's face by filling a panel with 
largely just the face. Such a device draw readers' attention to the face and the 
emotions intended. The following is an example of such a panel from Wonder 
Woman.  
 
Figure 7-1 Wonder Woman (1996: 12). © Copyright DC Comics. 
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In this panel, six faces, and only faces are featured. Each face shows 
recognizable features of the emotion related to Anger. Through this panel, readers 
can easily understand that these six characters are furious; no linguistic expression 
was needed to convey their emotion. Such is a prime example of how non-verbal 
communication is used in comics. Some psychologists (e.g. Ekman 1994, Izard 
1994) argue that certain human facial expressions of emotions are universal 
throughout all cultures and even extending to non-human primates. In comics 
where the style of drawing realistically mirrors life, it is possible that readers can 
access those emotions by virtue of such universality of facial expressions. 
However, there exist some comic drawings that are highly stylized. While 
recognizable as human figures, viewing these figures is not congruent to looking 
at another live person. Japanese manga seem to contain many such stylized 




Figure 7-2 KSDO (2007: 14). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
The figure in the centre of Panel B is the main character, Inori. It is apparent 
that the figures in Panel B are drawn in a very different style compared to Panel 
A. According to Cohn (2010: 192), characters in Japanese manga take on this 
‘hyper-cartoony’ or ‘deformed’ style to show a lack of seriousness. That statement 
may appear loaded; it may be wiser to consider such cartoony style as more 
metaphoric than literal. In Figure 7-2, the character's eyes did not really become 
the way they are drawn, rather, in Japanese manga vocabulary, such a facial 
expression carry certain semi-fixed meaning. In this case, it shows excitement. 
Cohn (2010) refers to these cartoony facial and bodily expressions as graphic 
emblems – some more transparent requiring little decoding and some more 
opaque requiring a learned vocabulary.  
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Shinohara and Matsunaka (2009) link emotion expression in manga with 
universal metaphors of emotions. For example, the human body is often 
metaphorized as a vessel of fluid, and Anger, correspondingly, causes a rise or 
burst. In Lakoff (1987)'s terms, ANGER IS THE HEAT OF A FLUID IN A 
CONTAINER. Shinohara and Matsunaka showed examples in manga where 
angry characters are drawn releasing overt steam emblems. From my dataset, I 
observe such depiction, as shown in Figure 7-3.  
 
Figure 7-3 Dear Boys (2003: 78). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami. 
In this panel from Dear Boys, this female character is drawn with bubbles, or 
effervescence around her to show anger. This constitutes an example of graphic 
realization of Lakoff’s ANGER metaphor. Apart from this metaphor, another 
commonly used anger emblem in mangas is the knotted blood vessel, as show in 




Figure 7-4 Dear Boys (2003: 39). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami. 
In this panel, on the upper left temple of the character, there is a 
‘pressurized vein’(circled). Based on Shinohara and Matsunaka (2009: 280)'s 
chapter, ‘this sign is very commonly used in Japanese manga to express anger’. 
They reason that while this depiction of anger is based on an existing physical 
aspect of the human body, the manner in which it is used and drawn do not 
directly correspond to real human veins, but a Japanese metaphorical usage 
whereby ‘my veins are about to snap’ is a phrase to show one's anger (Shinohara 
and Matsunaka 2009). Their findings also show that this symbol can be displaced 
to other parts of the face, as well as within a speech balloon to lend an angry tone 




Figure 7-5 KSDO (2007: 48). © Copyright Mituski Miko. 
The usage of ‘pressurized vein’ as an emblem is similar to the usage of 
water droplets in speech balloons highlighted in the previous chapter (refer to 
Section 6.1) in that there can be 2 sites of application to the ‘pressurized vein’ 
symbol in mangas; it can be attached to a face as well as used to augment 
utterances, both invoking the meaning of anger.  
Summing up, there are two major ways of visually expressing emotions in 
comics – facial expressions and emotion emblems. The former being more 
transparent and akin to real human expressions while the latter more opaque and 
symbolic. In our current multi-semiotic paradigm, facial expressions can be 
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classified at the level of Member for they are parts of the body. They 
fundamentally carry Representational information since they denote emotions in 
real life. For emblematic emotion expressions, such as the pressurized veins, they 
seem to have a more free form occurrence. They can be parts of the character 
(hence Member) in the cases of the veins on the face, and yet they can occur 
outside the Figure to augment utterances. In these scenarios, emblems have an 
adverbial function in providing additional information to the manner of utterance. 
Then, emotion emblems can be considered to be governed by largely the 
Interpersonal metafunction. Table 7-1 below summarizes the discussion of facial 
expressions thus far:  
Table 7-1 Summary of emotion devices in comics and corresponding SFL analytical level. 
Item Analytical Unit Metafunction 
Facial expressions Member Representation 
Emblems Member Representation 
Figure Interpersonal 
 
7.3 Posture and Gesture 
Posture, in the thesis, refers to the configuration of the body, roughly 
synonymous to stance. Eisner (1985: 105) suggests that ‘a posture is a movement 
selected out of a sequence of related moments in a single action’. Paraphrasing, in 
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depicted a movement in comics, the artist has to select one iconic moment to 
‘freeze’ the action, and this constitutes posture in Eisner's terms. Gesture, on the 
other hand, largely refers to hand motions used in conveying certain messages. 
Gestures are typically idiomatic to cultures and regions, and can be subtle. Posture 
and gesture are observed in all animate characters and is important in 
interpretation of the emotions and intent of these characters. Eisner (1985) details 
in his book how posture affects readers' perception of a character's emotions and 
conclude that the visual have primacy over text. By altering body configuration 
and keeping utterance constant, Eisner shows, by illustration13, that different 
emotions and attitudes can be conveyed visually. To explore this aspect, I draw an 
example from GWS in Figure 7-6.  
 
Figure 7-6 Girls With Slingshots (27 January 2009). © Copyright Danielle Corsetto. 
                                                 
13 Illustration (Eisner 1985: 103) is not included in this thesis for copyright reason.  
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This comic strip depicts McPedro, the cactus, and his animated moustache, 
Mustache. In these panels, Mustache is treated as a character by itself. In this strip 
McPedro has four postures in relation to Mustache. In Panel A, he faces Mustache, 
but crosses his arms. In Panel B, he back-faces Mustache, also in Panel C. In Panel 
D, he hugs Mustache. The point of interest is between Panels B and C. In panel B, 
McPedro has a largely ‘indignant’ stance which his back arched and chest out. In 
Panel C, he has a pronounced hunched, almost ‘submissive’ posture. His change 
in posture mirrors his change in attitude; in Panel B he was angry at Mustache for 
running off, and in Panel C, while there is no overt utterances, his change in 
stance reveals his willingness to forgive, which is realized in Panel D. In these 
panels, we observe how stance can convey emotions and attitudes. Not unlike 
facial expressions, stance can have universal meanings, just not necessarily so. 
Experienced readers are able to decode the intended meaning in the portrayal of 
stance in comics, as a person decodes the body language, or non-verbal cues, in a 
real-life situation.  
Another pertinent observation of the Figure 7-6 is the arm stances by 
Mustache. In panels A and B, Mustache is drawn with hands which are placed in 
different positions. In Panel A, the hands are relaxed and rested on what would be 
the body's midsection, and in Panel B, the hands are splayed and stiff. These also 
mirror probable arm positions in real-life human interaction. In Panel A, Mustache 
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establishes himself as somewhat shy in confessing he misses McPedro. This 
attitude changes in Panel B as he shouts and asserts his point. Through the arms, 
readers can decode the difference in attitude. This is yet another example of how 
the visual can speak louder than the verbal; without a change in stance of the 
character, change in attitude is less pronounced through mere verbal language. 
However, these 2 panels also seem to complicate the difference between posture 
and gesture. While the arm movement may appear to suggest gestural change, 
they are not deictic in nature. Gestures, in most conventional definitions, tend to 
entail pointing and symbolic meaning. What is portrayed through Mustache's arm 
motions do not seem to fit into the category of gestures. A better example of 
gestures in comics is shown in Figure 7-7.  
 
Figure 7-7 Dear Boys (2003: 15). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami 
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In this panel from Dear Boys, Aikawa is depicted to walk through the class 
and apologizing for a prior disruption (refer to Figure 4-4). He is drawn with his 
hand raised to his forehead in a salute, an apologizing gesture, accompanied with 
the words ‘domo’ in his speech bubbles, a possible informal term for apology. This 
panel exhibits an unambiguous gesture of apology.  
 
Figure 7-8 Dear Boys (2003: 124). © Copyright Hiroki Yagami. 
In Panel A, we observe a pointing gesture by Aikawa towards a forward 
and upward direction, presumably towards a basketball net. Contrasting this 
gesture and that of the Figure 7-7, I wish to highlight a difference between 
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exocentric and endocentric gestures. In Figure 7-8, Aikawa's gesture is pointing 
away from himself, whereas in Figure 7-7, the gesture is an individual self-
centered gesture. The two different types of gestures affect how comics are read. 
For endocentric gestures, readers need only access the symbolic meaning of the 
gestures, such as in Figure 7-7, that a saluting gesture denotes some form of 
apology. However, for exocentric gestures, readers are engaged to shift their gaze 
towards the direction pointed, and there appears to be less symbolic meaning 
attached to such gestures. Exocentric gestures can be considered to be more 
deictic. Paraphrasing, endocentric gestures are more Representational, while 
exocentric gestures are more Interpersonal in engaging the readers.  
Pertaining to directional gestures, as mentioned in Section 4.1.3 on motion 
vectors, gestures do play a role in determining the reading direction of comic 
strips. In Figure 7-8 above, Aikawa is pointing towards the left; this is congruent 
in ‘forwarding’ the readers' attention to the following panel, since Japanese manga 
run in a right-to-left manner. One will expect American comics to show the 




Figure 7-9 Spiderman (2009: 82). © Copyright Marvel Entertainment. 
In this panel from Spiderman, The Human Torch is pointing towards a 
slightly rightward direction, congruent with the left-to-right reading order in an 
American comic book. Should he had pointed towards the left, readers' gaze will 
be directed towards the previous panel, contrary to the desired reading order. 
However, not all the exocentric gestures in all the panels will show a forward 
direction; there tends to be gestural vectors of the other direction. A quantitative 
study remains to be done on this aspect, but it is likely that forwarding gestures 
occupy a large proportion of all deictic gestures.  
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The above two examples show that exocentric gestures play a structural 
role in the reading order of comics, contrasted from endocentric gestures. This 
difference is not as yet captured in O'Toole's (1994) framework of displayed art.  
Table 7-2 Summary of gestures in comics and corresponding SFL analytical level. 
Item Analytical Unit Metafunction 
Posture  Figure Representational 
Endo-centric Gesture Member Representational 
Exo-centric Gesture Member Interpersonal 
7.4 Gaze 
Gaze in this thesis refers to (i) characters' gaze oriented towards other 
characters, (ii) towards the reader, and (iii) readers' gaze. Within the narrative 
requirements, characters can look at other characters, or things. I propose the label 
Intra-narrative Gaze (IG) for such instances. The other type, where characters gaze 
out of the panel at the readers will be labeled Extra-narrative Gaze (EG). The third 
type is Readers' Gaze (RG), which refers largely to the readers' eyesight fixation 
on the elements in the panel.  
Between IG and EG, IG is more common. The simple action of looking at 
someone or something shows acknowledgment of presence. Figure 7-10 below 




Figure 7-10 KSDO (2007: 26). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
In this panel the two characters are looking at each other in conversation, 
both acknowledging each others' presence. In a different scenario should only one 
be gazing and the other ignorant, readers may derive a different understanding of 
the relationship between them. Gaze, in O'Toole (1994)'s terms, can establish 
episodic isolation. Even though in the context of comics, each Episode, or the 
Panel, is clearly demarcated with a frame, there may be large panels with 
clustered interaction between characters which mirror the notion of Episodes 
within a large painting for O'Toole. For a dynamic genre such as comics, there will 
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be multitudes of gaze exchange and fixation at any point, hence IG is plentiful. 
The more interesting consideration is the use of EG in comics.  
In the following panel from KSDO, we see an example of EG.  
 
Figure 7-11 KSDO (2007: 51). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko. 
In Panel A, the character Sachiko appears to be gazing at the readers, hence 
being an EG. However, Panel B shows that she is actually looking at Inori while 
talking. In this context, the seeming EG is due to a play on perspective; readers 
assume the perspective of Inori in Panel A being the recipient of Sachiko's gaze, 
and in Panel B, readers resume their perspective as the omniscient third party. 
This device of shifting reader perspective is also observed in Wonder Woman, 




Figure 7-12 Wonder Woman (1996: 31). © Copyright DC Comics. 
In Panel A, Wonder Woman is seen, from a third party perspective, to be 
talking to The Queen. In Panel B, readers are subject to the direct gaze of The 
Queen. This is another example of shifting readers' perspective through the use of 
gaze. In these two examples, readers are subject to the gaze of the characters. In 
the following panels from Shortcomings, I observe a different type of perspective 




Figure 7-13 Shortcomings (2007: 37). © Copyright Adrian Tomine. 
In Panel A, readers see Ben seated in his car. In Panel B, readers' focus is 
shifted to a cup on the dashboard. In order for readers to ‘see’ this cup, they have 
to assume a position in the car, and Panel C shows yet a different position where 
readers are placed seeming in the backseat. In all, readers are taken through three 
different perspectives through the alteration of readers' visual fixation, or RG. In 
these panels, readers are not subject to the gaze of characters as in Figure 7-11 and 
Figure 7-12. According to Eisner (1985: 89), there are two main functions to 
manipulating perspectives in comics. The primary function is to ‘manipulate the 
reader's orientation for a purpose in accordance to the author's narrative plan’ 
while the second function is ‘to manipulate and produce various emotion states in 
the reader’. In his book he mainly describes change in perspectives in terms of 
frame and panel configuration. I argue that in order for the artists’ intention of 
perspective shift to come through, readers' ability to form coherent connection 
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between the seemingly incongruous panels is important. For this, the idea of RG 
steps in.  
The notion of RG is closely tied with McCloud's (1993) Transition Relations. 
In order to perceive a transition from panel to panel, an observer must exist. In 
Figure 7-13 above, there appears to be Subject-to-Subject transition14 between the 
three panels considering that the action of picking up a cup conveyed in these 
panels belong to one scene and the cup can arguably be a Subject in this context. 
Additionally, an Aspect-to-Aspect transition predicates on presence of observer 
too. In showing different aspects of the same event to invoke specific mood, the 
reader is made omniscient, approaching the scene from various angles. Such 
omniscience is dependent on RG shift.  
At this point, it is important to highlight the difference between a direct 
gaze and a close-up character profile with indirect gaze.  
                                                 





Figure 7-14 KSDO (2007: 12). © Copyright Mitsuki Miko.  
In Panel B of Figure 7-14, we observe a close-up of the faces of the two 
characters, but at the same time, they do not directly look at the readers. This 
differs in comparison to Figure 7-11. Visually, the former lacks the direct gaze; 
instead readers see the characters fixating on other points. The latter deals more 
with the direct gaze of the character at the readers. The purpose of the two 
different styles of presentation is at best speculative; an indirect gaze allows 
readers to retain their omniscient perspective while a direct gaze may place 
readers inside the comic panel. It can be said that in panels were EG is involved, 
RG is not possible, and vice versa. These two types of gaze have a direct effect in 
positioning the reader either in the scene or at an omniscient level.    
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In O'Toole's (1994) framework, gaze is largely governed by the 
Interpersonal metafunction. In his framework, gaze can refer to both IG and EG. 
The key notion is how a perceiver can follow the gaze of the characters either to 
another character, or out of the picture. In both situations, the reading path is 
disrupted; the perceiver’s line of sight dances between Figures. This shows that 
reading experience is dependent on in-comic cues, such as gaze of the characters. 
Additionally, this feature further distinguishes the reading experience between a 
mono-modal medium such as written text and comics. 
Summing up, non-verbal communication of animate characters in comics 
are meaningful not only in their conventional cultural Representational meaning, 
but they serve to augment reading experience through structurally related 
directional vectors, interaction with verbal information (speech balloons), and 




8 Discussion and Conclusion 
8.1 Multi-semiotic Studies 
I have shown that comics are multi-semiotic, being made up of visual and 
verbal information. Gestalt theory in art suggests that the meaning of the whole is 
greater, or different than the sum of the individual parts. (Koffka 1955: 176) In 
comics, it is also prudent to consider how meaning of the individual semiotic 
resources- visual and verbal form ‘the whole’, or in Lemke’s (1998) terms, 
‘multiplied’. This seems to contradict Eisner (1985)’s belief that the visual precedes 
and overrides the verbal in comics. A multi-semiotic approach should be based on 
the interplay of semiotic resources, not their individualization. However, if we 
considered Eisner’s belief in conjunction with O’Toole’s (1994) framework which 
suggests that the three Metafunctions (Representational, Interpersonal and Modal) 
can have differing salience in every visual text, then perhaps we can derive a more 
informed study of the interaction of visual and verbal in comics. Based on my 
findings in the previous chapters, the visual aspect of comics does not simply fall 
under the Representational metafunction. Indeed, what the drawings represent in 
terms of the characters and objects portrayed are paramount, without which there 




As the label suggests, the Interpersonal metafunction is concerned with 
how the comics ‘interact’ with the readers. In chapters 4 to 7, I have explored the 
components of panel structures panel transitions, speech and onomatopoeia and 
non-verbal communication and how these components affect reading order and 
experience. Suppose we consider the reading experience as the primary concern of 
the Interpersonal metafunction, we see that different effects are brought about at 
different analytical levels from the Member to Work.  
The table below, in the fashion of O’Toole (1994)’s framework, summarizes 
the key components in comics that were discussed in this thesis. 
Table 8-1 Multi-semiotic System of Comics. 
 Representational Interpersonal/Modal Compositional 







Episode (Panel)  Frames Frames 
Overlaps 
















This table is preliminary; some aspects are provisionally classified, such as 
Time and Transition Relations, as marked with a question mark (?) in parentheses, 
while other aspects seem to traverse all three metafunctions, such as Balloons. In 
Section 6.1, I have exposited on how speech balloons seem to be both verbal and 
visual. They functionally serve to demarcate speech and thoughts (verbal), but 
concurrently they carry Representational meaning. The process of fully 
understanding what is implied by a balloon is complicated, and the complexity 
results in balloons traversing all three metafunctions. 
Lim (2006) juxtaposes Transition Relations with the Logical metafunction 
(part of Ideational/Representational) in that TR form logical links between panels, 
as would conjunctions for clauses and passages. I have shown that Transition 
Relations are related to how Time is perceived in comics and arguably, and Time 
can be the product of logical relationships. For example, the conjunction 
‘subsequently’ juxtaposes two events on a timeline. Similarly, the use of TR in 
comics can achieve similar effect. In this vein, Time in comics can be bent at will 
using TR as I have exemplified, similar to how narrative time can be manipulated 
using text. Based on this, it is prudent and appropriate to classify TR under 
Representational. However, what about Time as an entity in comics? It is a feature 
that is not directly portrayed (except in cases of explicit verbal narration), but 
implicitly conveyed through TR. In SFL studies thus far, there does not seem to be 
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any research on how Time functions in a multi-semiotic system. Furthermore, 
Time requires a perceiver, or reader, in comics in order to ‘exist’. Without a reader 
understanding how TR affects passage of Time, Time does not pass. This may 
sound abstract; simply put, the reader asserts his own understanding of Time onto 
what is implied in the comics. Hence, I have also provisionally classified Time 
under the Interpersonal metafunction, for it relates to reader interaction. 
The other elements classified in Error! Reference source not found. have 
mostly been explained in the previous chapters. This table provides a good way 
for us to consider, from a multi-semiotic approach, how comics work in relation to 
readership. One aim of this paper is to uncover how readers read comic 
publications in terms of the resources available and how different aspects, as 
listed above, work together in a cohesive system of comics. By this juncture, I have 
shown adequately the complexities involved in reading comics. A reader has to 
establish the reading order through the arrangement and shapes of panels, and 
the directionalities provided by vectors. While reading order is largely dictated by 
the language norm, there are manners through which it is further signaled in 
comics. Next, the identification of the largely Representational content on the 
comics, such as characters and setting, followed by re-identification of these 
recurring elements throughout the strip and book. The concepts crucial to these 
are AE and VLD. The third step involves processing the speech balloons, gestures 
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and verbal content. In Chapter 6, a more detailed understanding of the process of 
decoding balloons has been presented (Error! Reference source not found.), 
highlighting the complex nature of reading multi-semiotic text. Also, verbal 
content here refers to words used in narration and utterances in comics. The 
analysis of this verbal content has not been presented in this paper because they 
mostly resemble those from mono-modal texts. The intricacies involved in 
understanding utterances and words escapes the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, 
the understanding of verbal content in a multi-semiotic text (comics) is best 
achieved under Halliday’s (1985, 1994) framework functional grammar, which is 
the basis of O’Toole’s (1994) analytical framework of displayed art. In that vein, 
the metafunctions involved are the same and hence, without going into the details 
of SFL textual analysis I intend to group these sub-processes together in Step 3. 
The fourth step involves following the visual cues of panel transitions, which form 
cohesive devices from panel to panel within comic strips and books. Visual cues of 
this nature include stance and gesture vectors and motion vectors These four 
primary processes are recursive and show the bare minimum required. Error! 
Reference source not found. below provides a summary of the primary processes 




Table 8-2 Summary of 4 primary comics reading processes. 












objects and setting 




gestures and verbal 
content 





Following visual cues of 
panel transitions (and 
Time progression) 
Figure, Member Interpersonal 
8.2 Comparison of American and Japanese comics 
At the beginning of this thesis I highlighted that comparing American and 
Japanese comics as one of the aims. The country of origin and their corresponding 
cultures formed, on the outset, a seeming large difference. However, through my 
analysis, it appears that they have more similarities. In Chapter 4, I showed that 
reading direction in comics of both origins differ in accordance to the reading 
direction of their languages, however, the manner in which panels are arranged in 
a page for best reading ‘ergonomics’ does not differ at all for the both. In Chapter 
5, on the issue of panel transitions, again, no great difference is observed. Even 
though McCloud (1993)’s quantitative studies may have shown a differing 
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occurrence of TR types in the two types of comics, the crux of issue still lies in how 
TR and panel progression are signaled in comics. In that aspect, there are no 
perceivable differences. Furthermore, there are examples showing how Time is 
made flexible in similar manners in the two comics traditions. In Chapter 6, I 
focused on balloons and onomatopoeias. I found some minute differences in terms 
of the use of symbols in the two languages, but the similarities pertaining to 
balloon shapes and placement far outweigh the differences. Chapter 7 explored 
the components of stances, gestures and gaze and how they contribute not only to 
portraying the emotions and intentions of characters but also vectors that aid 
reading. It was also shown that both comic traditions use these devices in similar 
manners. I expounded on the difference between how emotions are portrayed in 
Japanese comics through the more rampant use of emblems as compared to 
American comics. 
Conclusively, there are more similarities between American and Japanese 
comics in terms of structural components and organization. Representational 
content remain the biggest difference between them, largely cultural-specific 
references, such as gestures, and language. Reading direction, an inherited 
difference due to language difference, is also another distinctive factor. In 
summary, there are elements of comics that are arguably universal, or at least, 
common to American and Japanese comics. These elements are of interest in a 
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study of comics for they form a base for research for universality of comic 
elements.  
8.3 Limitations and Further Research 
This thesis has shown researches in comics from different viewpoints and 
integrated work from different scholars into a hopefully conclusive study of 
comics as a visual and verbal medium. Arguably, it is difficult to compile an 
exhaustive list of elements of interest in comics since there exist many different 
types of comics worldwide that may differ from the two I have studied in this 
thesis. Furthermore, I do not claim to have a comprehensive sample; I delved into 
the typical in hope that they reflect the normative. Also, as mentioned previously, 
I have not devoted a section to analyzing verbal content in comics, such as 
dialogue. Written words have admittedly been analyzed in many SFL studies. 
Additionally, written text is not an obligatory element of comics. Coupled with 
their ephemerality in accordance to plot requirement, it is difficult to pose them as 
an enduring, or even recurrent, element of comics for a broader view.  
With limitations comes room for further research; widening the scope will 
be appropriate. As mentioned, there are elements which have not been covered in 
details in this thesis, such as the use of colors and intricacies involving written 
language. These may contain additional comics-only information that is worth 
studying. Apart from widening the scope in terms of the elements studied, it may 
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also prove valuable to focus attention on one singular element across a larger 
sample of comics. The possible research in terms of comics as a multi-semiotic text 
is near boundless given how prolific this branch of text is. This thesis is but a small 
introductory step towards studying this medium.  
8.4 Concluding Remarks 
This thesis has presented an overview of comics studies as a discipline in 
the literature review and how these researches can be married with SFL to provide 
a more objectively way to consider elements within comics. Table 8-1 summarizes 
the features of comics studied in this thesis encompassed in four main areas – 
page configuration, panel and time transition, verbal content of word balloons 
and onomatopoeia, and non-verbal communications. Table 8-2 is an outline of the 
general processes involved in reading comics. I have also achieved my aim stated 
in showing how the various elements in comics alter reading experience. Two 
guiding questions to this thesis are consistently posed and answered. They 
include: ‘What are the processes involved in reading comics, especially in terms of 
understanding the graphical representations alongside the verbal?’ and ‘Are there 
structural features to help us read comics, or are comics free-form?’. These 
questions form the bases of this thesis as a whole. 
At the beginning of this thesis I highlighted how comics are commonly 
viewed negatively as reading material. While I did not set out to change that 
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perception, I hope that my thesis has provided a better understanding of the 
complex nature of comics. As a text, comics make use of different semiotic 
resources to invoke different meanings and emotions, no different from other 
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